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Students' costs may rise
By LEIGH LANDINI

ment will help the department
recoup financial losses sustainIn an effort to help soften the ed from the original micro-chip
blow of the recent state- Racer Card and the a la carte
mandated budget cuts, Murray meal plan.
State University students may
'~If we continue doing
be paying more for room and business as we are now, we
board next fall if the Board of won't be in business," Benriter
Regents approve proposals to be said.
made Saturday.
In addition to raising board
· According to information ob- prices and requiring all
tained at Wednesday's Student residence hall residents to buy
Government Association a meal plan, food services will
meeting, all students who eliminate the Any 10 board
reside in a residence hall next plan, the most popular student
fall will be required to purchase choice. The choices will be Any
a board plan. In addition, board 5, Any 15 and Any 19, he said.
plan prices will increase 15 perBenriter said Any 10 will be
cent from the current prices.
eliminated for financial
William Bem·iter, food ser- reasons.
vices director, said the require"Financially, it is oddly the
News Editor

least profitable meal plan for director of the Currie Center,
us," Benriter said.
who presented the fee increase
Any student who wants to information to SGA.
buy a declining balance meal
Benriter said 1,600 students
plan will also be required to purchase a board plan and
buy a board plan, he said.
1,100 purchase a declining
"We were trying to be too balance plan, but financially
wide and various in what we're the mix is wrong.
offering students, and that's
By converting back to a board
what got us in trouble," plan requirement, the food serBenriter said. "We're doing the vices department will be able to
cardinal sin for any food service remain in business.
operation. We're taking away
"If we don't get back to it we
the things the students like."
won't be in business," Benriter
"The problem with food ser- said. "We'll layoff people and
vice began a couple of years ago we'll start closing facilities, and
with the implementation of the that's something we don't want
Racer Card. It was unforesen to do for you as far as service,
that the ala carte and declining
Please see FEES
balance options would be so
Back Page
popular," said Jim Baurer,

Sinbad to crack up Murray
By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE
Staff Writer

Tickets for Slnbad's comedy show Monday at 7:30 p.m . are
available In the student activities office In the Currls Center.
Prices are $6 tor students and $10 f o r the general public.

David Atkins, known by most
as Sinbad, will be splitting the
sides of many Monday night in
Racer Arena.
Sinbad, recognized mostly
playing the part of Walter on
the NBC sitcom "A Different
World," has had various experience in television, theater
and comedy clubs around the
country.
His comedy club appearances
include The Improvisation, Los
Angeles; Catch a Rising Star,
New York; Caesar's Palace,
Lake Tahoe; The Comedy Spot,
Atlanta; and Shirley's Comedy
Club, Louisville.
Before The Arsenio Hall
Show and the HBO show, Sinbad appeared on "The Redd
Foxx Show," "Dick Clark's
Nite Time," and the "Merv
Griffin Show."
In the past he has o~ed for
Kool & The Gang, the Gap
Band, Jefferey Osborne,
Smokey Robinson, B.B. King,
the Pointer Sisters, Spyro Gyra
and The Commodores. He has
currently to\U'ed with Luther

Vandross and The Sounds of
Blackness.
Sinbad, who has hosted
"Showtime at the Apollo" at
the famous Apollo Theater in
Harlem, hosted his own comedy
show ''Sinbad and Friends,"
which aired on ABC Dec. 28,
1991. He also co-starred in the
movie "Necessary Roughness."
But who is Sinbad, really?
Atkins was raised in Benton
Harbor, Mich., where his
father, the Rev. Donald Atkins,
was a Baptist pastor. Including
Sinbad, there are four boys and
two girls in his family.
According to a --media kit,
Atkins showed early signs of
deviant behavior. He was a
pyromaniac, torching his
mother's drapes and trash cans
to watch the bottles blow up.
Later Atkins had his dreams
set on becoming a professional
basketball player and played
for the University of Denver.
But this 6-foot-5-inch, frecklefaced man found himself in the
Air Force as an in-flight jet
Please see SINBAD
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MSU tightens
security after
string of thefts
By PATRICIA CASH
and
·
MICHELE CARLTON
Alsistant News Editors

Several thefts, Tesulting in the loss of about $3,000 of per·
sonal and University property, occurred across Murray State
University's campus between Jan. 27 and 29.
Two mM computers were stolen from the Center for COntinuing Education on the third floor of Sparks Hall.
John Yates, assistant dean ot Continuing Education and
director of Extended Campus, said public safety received a
report that an employee saw someone jn the building over
the weekend, but no positive identification has been made on
the individual.
"This person knew what he was doing. Where he broke in,
he had the option of taking about 14 computers and he chose
the two best ones," Yates said. The computers were valued at
$1BOO,he said.
"A VCR was taken from a classroom in Wilson Hall only
one day after it had been repaired," said Jerry Mayes, chair·
man of the speech communication and theatre department.
The value of the VCR was approx~mately $239, Mayes a.id.
On the same day, two theft.s took place at WKMS radio station and MSU TV-11.
"A man's leather jacket and two w4l}ets were taken from
the offices of WKMS radio between 1 and 2 p.m.:• said BQb
Lochte., director of TV-11.
"Between 3 and 4 p.m., a compact disc player, a dual
. cassette deck and graphic equalizer were taken from a cart
located in a sixth floor classroom in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
,Building," Lochte said. The value of these items were between $400 and $500, he said.
"We don't know if the thefts are related, but it was probably someone who knew the operation well," he said.
As a retult of the thefts, preventive mea8UJ'88 hav~ been
taken in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.
~'we now have· 24.-hour &W'Veillatu:e CUlerU eover-ia\1 Uwt
elevators and stairways,., Lochte said. "If anybody triM to
take anything again, we'll catch them on video."
Public IJafety is investigating the thefts and is sending out
memos to administrators att4 personnel about safety preca1,1~
tions to avoid theft.
"We believe that the thefts are separate incidents and are
not at all related," said Joe Green, 8880Ciate director ofpubli~
safety. "People do heed to be careful, however, and not go ot.r
and leave doors unlocked. That just invites theft."
H the thieves are caught, they will go through the due process procedure, Green said.
~ewith all these thefts concerning iteiDS with value in ex~
cess of$100, they are consid~ felonies," he said. "The guilty parties could be looking at pel)itenti!li'Y time."

Back Page

Council may opt Computers to simplify process
for zone permits
By SHANNON BARNHILL
Reporter

By KATHY EIDSON
Reporter

A city zoning ordinance which affects Murray State
University students will be brought before the Murray City
Council this month.
The City Council will decide whether a prospective resident
in two particular city zones would have to apply for a conditional use permit, which allows people who are not blood·
related to live in these zones.
Murray is divided into five residential areas. The R-1 and
R-2 are for single-family residents only. The zones for multifamily dwellings are R-3, R-4, and R-5.
Anyone wanting to rent a lot for purposes other than
single-family residences in zones R-1 or R-2 would have to
file for a conditional use permit.
A conditional use permit is used to exempt certain owners.
For example, if a Murray State student wanted to live on
property in R-1 or R-2 zones, he would have to petition the
Board of Zoning Adjustment.
Please see ZONING
Back Page

Within the next year, the
registration process will be
simplified for Murray State
University students. The Elec·
tronic Degree Audit System, a
computer network being installed on campuses nationwide, will alleviate time spent
with professors scheduling and
will end graduation mix-ups.
At Murray State, the system
is called the Murray Academic
Progress Program (MAPP). It
has been planned since 1988
and will have its first test run
during scheduling this spring.
"We have decided to use the
system first just in the College
of Business and Public Affairs,"
said Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and records. "We will use
live data and see how it
performs."
If successful, the system will
allow students to access their

Recycling Pays
Since blue bins were installed on campus in November 1990,
$1,254.54 has been collected in recycled materials to be
used in a scholarship fund .
46 747 1bs
42,887 1bs

Source: PHYSICAL PLANT

files and see exactly which
classes they have taken and
which ones they need in order
to graduate.
The system also has a "What
if?" section. This will enable
students who are considering
changing their majors to see
which classes they have taken
will carry into their new major
and which classes they will
need to take if they change
majors.
The MAPP system will even
tell a student how many more
semesters will be required to
finish a new major.
The MAPP system will end
the need for graduation packets
because aU the information in
the packets will be stored in the
computer.
Since August 1990, the
grades of all incoming students

Please see MAPP
Back Page
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The pressu·res of tests and writing research
papers may cause some students to bow to the
temptation of cheating.
Academic dishonesty is viewed by the University as cheating, plagiarism or doing work for
another student for academic credit.
While many professors have their own poli·
cies for dealing with acamedic dishonesty, there
are cases where students may be expelled or
suspended.
Stories on Page 5

Graphic by BRYAN T. ADAMS

Photo by JUD COOK

Olivia Marshall, assistant dean of admissions, and Donna Harris,
coordinato r of the Degree Audit System , point out the f eatures
of the new program.

In black and whitQ

Index

Members of the President's Club will
be guests of President Ronald J. Kurth
and his wife, Charlene for dinner and
an evening of special events on cam·
pus Saturday.
Established in 1975, the President's
Club consists of donors of at least
$1,000 each year for campus projects
and programs. Its 275 members contributed more than $1.2 million in 1991
toward the growth and development of
Murray State University.
Guests are asked to dress in accordance with the theme, ''A black and
white affair." Black tie is optional.
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;- New contract may mean
·!cheaper telephone calls

NEWSBRIEFS
Get fit with class
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By MICHELE CARLTON

Calling home for many
students may soon be
simplified.
Long-distance phone calls
may soon be made directly from
residence hall rooms without a
calling card at a discount rate
through AT&T.
Effective in January, Murray
State entered into a contract
with AT&T/ACUS to resell
long-distance telephone services to campus resident
students.
"The calls will be carried by
AT&T, and the cost will be ap·
proximately 10 percent less
than AT&T direct long-distance
dialing," said James DeBoer,
director of information systems.
"What we're trying to do is
make telephone access to
students more accessible so
that the cost for them to call
home would be no more than if
home had to call them, without

I

"It will mean savings for the
students because they are pay·
Phone System - - • ing less for direct access
charges. Secondly, the University
will be reimbursed by
Stuclenta living In the real·
AT&T for allowing them to prodence hlllla will be given an
vide this service," he said.
authorization cocle similar
Students living in the
to a calling card number.
residence halls will be given an
authorization code similar to a
When making a call from
calling card number. When
their roorna, atuclenta dial:
making a call from their rooms,
9·1 ..rea cocle·the~
students dial 9·1-area code-the
number to call
frnl\\
number and their authorization
and their code
l.I.ILJ
code number.
number.
DeBoer said students should
protect their authorization code
Graphic by BRYAN ADAMS numbers.
· "Students need to guard
these numbers just like they
using a calling card," he said.
Murray State will receive would a credit card number. If
revenue through a program of somebody else gets it, they can
selling long-distance accounts abuse and make calls on their
receivable to AT&T's sub- number," he said.
DeBoer said students will
sidiary ACUS.
DeBoer said the University have a credit limit on their acdecided to try the new capabili· count, which has not been
determined.
ty for two reasons.

How To Use the New

Assistant News Editor

"When the student reaches
50 percent of their credit limit,
he will be notified so that he
can either make a payment or
go on until the credit limit runs
out and then pay it off," he said.
Students will be billed by
AT&T at their campus or home
addresses.
DeBoer said the new phone
equipment that was installed
this summer enabled the
University to try the program. ·
"With the new equipment, we
felt the time was right to try
it,'' he said. "We are always
looking for ways to improve our
service and not impact the
budget in any way."
DeBoer said he anticipates
one-half of the campus
residents will participate in the
program.
The new service will have
day, evening and night rates.
AT&T will provide an 800
number for students with any
questions or problems.

I

jSenate takes stand 0." state bills
By DAVID B. SNOW

1

I•

Reporter

.

.

The Murray State Uruvers~ty Faclll:ty
appro~ed two resolutions at tts
monthly mee~mg Tu~day to be sent to the
Kentucky legiSlature m Frankfort.
The resolutions, which both passed
unanimously with one abstention,
demonstrated the senate's views on bills
currently facing the state legislature.
The frrst resolution gate Faculty Senate
support for House Bill 92 repealing KRS
Section 304.18-115, requiring students at
state universities to purchase health
insurance.
The second resolution dealt with Gov.
Brereton Jones's plan to change the way
state university board members are
selected. The resolution said the MSU
Faculty Senate approves the plan under
House Bill.1~9 as long as faculty and student representatives are maintained as
elected and voting members of state
university boards.
The Faculty Senate also approved a

l Senate

iI
:
:

'
Il
:
:

I
1

1

:

recommendation to the MSU ad.mimstrat~on and ~oard of ~gents to approve a tuit10n watver pohcy for spouses and
dependents of MSU faculty and staff
members. Murray State University is the
only sta te university not to have such a
policy.
Louis Beyer, a member of the Intercollegiate Athletic Council, came before
the senate to show budget figures concern·
ing MSU athletics.
According to figures presented by Beyer,
the proposed athletic subsidy for school
year 1992-93 is $2,455,432, an increase of
11.2 percent over the 1990-91 subsidy. The
proposed revenue brought in by the
athletic department for 1992-93 is
$586,000, a decrease of 24 percent from
1989-90 revenues, which included participation in the NCAA basketball
tournament.
,
The athletic department's budget has
been cut, Beyer said, and more cuts may
need to be made to get the athletic budget
on track.

"There were several cost-cutting steps
taken wi.th t~e at~letic . d~partment,"
Beyer satd, ''mcludmg ehmmations of
travel, part-time positions, summer fun.
ding, all of which eliminated $60,000, or
less than 3 percent of the budget."
Beyer and athletic director Michael D.
Strickland told the Faculty Senate expen·
ditures are often set by NCAA and Ohio
Valley Conference guidelines.
"We're pretty much boxed in,"
Strickland said Wednesday. "There are
some schools in the conference who are
comfortable with the way they are running
things, and some who aren't. I would say
from what I've been able to gather that
about half of the schools in our conference
will have problems gathering the funds
needed."
Editor's Note: Information for this story was also obtained by staff writer Jon Futrell.

A total fitness program that includes an evaluation of
overall physical condition and a personalized exercise and
lifestyle prescription is available for anyone who needs to get
in sh ape for spring and summer.
The fee for the program is $25.
Additional information may be obtained by calling Dr. Pam
Rice at 762·6188 in the department of health, physical education and recreation between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

DeRaign death ruled accident
The death of Marc DeReign, 21, a for mer Murray State stu·
dent from Caruthersville, Mo., was ruled an accidental death
by Calloway County coroner Johnny Miller in late December.
Miller said he and the police believe because of a sleep
disorder DeReign could have done anything in his sleep.
" It was an accident," Miller said.
DeReign was found in his dorm room in Franklin Hall on
Nov. 12, dead of a single gunshot wound to the head.

New consortium formed
Murray State University's Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center has formed a research and field school consortium
with the archaeology programs of Southeast Missouri State
University and Southern Dlinios University-Carbondale.
Named the Middle Mississippi Survey, the consortium will
sponsor its first archaeological field school June 1 ·July 10,
said Kit Wesler, Wickliffe Mounds director.

Information workshop scheduled
An information session for adults interested in beginning
or resuming a college education will be March 2 from 6 to 9
p.m. in the small ballroom on the third floor of the Curris
Center.
The workshop is free, but because of limited space, reservations must be made by Feb. 28.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Teaching portfolio workshop. 2:30p.m. to 4 p.m., Friday, Feb. 7,
Currls Center Theater.
• Grant Writing workahop. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., Friday, Feb. 7, Curris
Center.
• Anniversary celebration. Curris Center 11th anniversary celebration, Friday, Feb. 7, Curris Center.
• eo.op. Bacons/Roots Mercantile Stores is interviewing for summer
co-op positions for fashion merchandising, marketing, management,
business administration and organizational communication majors,
Tuesday, Feb. 11, Placement office.
• Sales positions. Northwestern Mutual Life Is looking for marketing,
management, finance, business administration, economics, liberal
arts and accounting majors for sales positions, Tuesday, Feb. 11,
Placement office.
·
• Co-op and permanent jobs. State Farm Insurance will interview all
majors for claim representative and underwriter positions, summer coopvarious departments, Tuesday, Feb. 11, Placement office.
• Jobs. Bacons/Roots Mercantile Stores Is looking for business
management, economics, marketing and falhton merchifldlsllfg majors for department manager and buyer trainee, Wednesday, Feb. 13,
Placement office.
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Five receive
Disney jobs
By CHRIS HARDESTY
Reporter

Pholoa by CHERI STUART

Jane Fulkerson (left), a senior finance major from Owenaboro, uaea lnfo-trac. Melanie
Paschall (right}, a freshman elementary education major from Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
looks through the card catalog.

I

I

By AMY HELM
! Assistant Campus Life Editor

After waiting eight years to imple·
I ment the library on-line system at
i Murray State University, Harry Lee
• Waterfield Library may have to wait
I longer because of budget cuts.
! "I was hired at Murray State in
and one of the things the Univer: sity wanted me to do was come in and
J set up the on-line system," said Coy
I Harmon, dean of libraries.
Harmon said the biggest problem is
with the budget cuts, the University
most likely cannot afford the system.
"However, we could buy separate
modules. If we have to go that route
· and if we get to buy anything at all, it
! will be the on-line catalog and the cir; culation system," he said.
! The library has received four bids
'1 ranging from $284,000 to $400,000.
"These •estimates are for t~e four
1
: functions that we can purchase and
: will be paid during a three-year
: period," Harmon said.
l The on-line system consists of a
catalog, a circulation system, acquisiI

; 1984,

I

tions and serials.
"The on-line catalog will contain
data like the card catalog and the circulation system will handle overdue
books, fines and circulation of library
materials," Harmon said. "Acquisitions will allow the user to determine if
the book has been ordered and when it
will arrive. The serial file will hold
periodical information.,
The on-line integrated system would
enable the library to catalog all its
holdings in a computer-based file.
"The system would allow users to
walk into the library and instead of going to the card catalog, they would go
up to a terminal and start searching
for something," Harmon said.
This system would greatly benefit
the library users because of its tremendous search capabilities, Harmon said.
"Instead of looking for a specific item
like we do now by author, subject or title and having to go through all the
cards, you can walk up and type in a
specific topic," he said. "You can limit
your search instead of having to search
through everything."

Users of the system can determine
the status of the book on the screen.
"When you go to the terminal and
call up a book, there will be a status
column on it. The book will either be
on the shelf, on reserve, at the bindery
for repair work or checked out. Fur·
thermore, it will tell you when it is due
back,'' he said.
Instead of having to go to the circulation desk and request a hold on a book,
the hold can be placed on a book at the
terminal.
"If you are the lOth person to do that,
then you are the lOth in line," Harmon
said. "The terminal will tell you that
also."
Murray State is the last of the eight
state institutions of higher education
in Kentucky to implement the library
on-line system.
"Morehead University, Northern
Kentucky University, University of
Louisville and Western Kentucky
University have running systems," he
said. "University of Kentucky is
changing systems and Eastern Ken·
tucky University and Kentucky State

University are implementing a system
now."
If the system is implemented, Harmon said he hopes to have 12 terminals
in Waterfield Library, in addition to
those in the offices.
"We have planned to put two in
Pogue Library, and hopefully we can
work with the University to place one
terminal in the dorms," he said.
Once the University's mainframe
computer is able to operate with the
on-line system, Harmon said, anyone
who has access to the mainframe
would have access to the library.
"Many of the offices on campus have
access to the mainframe and with this
system, the catalog can be called up
without going to the library," he said.
"Also, any personal computer with a
p~one modem and an emulation
package of software that costs about
$50 can call up our database by using
the number that we will advertise."
Harmon said once all the eight state
institutions are on-line and the state
adopts a network, the libraries can access each other's holdings.

Five Murray State
University students are
taking a break from
classes on campus, but
they are working for Walt
Disney World in Florida
this semester.
In November, 130
students answered advertisements from Walt
Disney World through the
office of cooperative education and placement, said
Ross Meloan, director of
placement.
Twenty-six of the
students went to Western
Kentucky University for
interviews in November.
"In an effort to reattract Walt Disney World
to MSU, it was our job to
demonstrate that there
was an interest in their
program on campus. The
numbers and our persistence in communication
and invitations to· come
back to MSU finally paid
off. I wanted them back,"
Meloan said.
Walt Disney jobs include
lifeguards, custodians,
tour guides and workers
in food management and
hotels.
Those who accepted the
jobs include Barry Baird,
a junior pre-physical
therapy major from
Marion, Ky.; April
Dumanski, a senior public
relations major from
Westmont, lli.; Amy Lind·
sey, a sophomore criminal
justice major from
Sikeston, Mo.; Michelle
Escarcega, a junior
organizational com·
munication major from
Union City, Tenn.; and
Jason Whittman, a
sophomore English major
from Godfrey, m.
Walt Disney World
recruiters will return in
later this semester to
recruit for the upcoming
summer and fall, and
Meloan said he expects
more than 100 students to
participate.

Help Us Celebrate!

\

Curris Center
11th Anniversary
Today: Feb. 7
Schedule of Everi.ts
Opening of new Sugar Cube
. All day

Gameroom Discount
20% off pool and bowling
9 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Bookstore Discount - 15% off*
•except for textbooks, gowns, cigarettes, candy, rings and toiletries
•st minimum purchase; All sales final
•limited to students, faculty and staff with valid MSU 1D
•Discount good on in-stock items only

•

•

••• • ••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••• •• ••••

Breakfast Show - WSJP
Friday morning
Featuring Dr. Frank Julian & Jim Carter
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Town's manners
need improving
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Advertising
Sales Manager

On Highway 641 are signs that say, "Welcome to
Murray, home of Murray State University."
Murray is proud of its school.
In gratitutde to the students, Murray offers many
opportunities.
It offers places of employment... as long as the
students purchase a city parking sticker.
It offers great entertainment... as long as it does
not involve alcohol, loud music or many people.
Best of all, though, it offers affordable living to
many students . . .as long as the students do not live
away from campus.
For many years, the students of Murray State
have lived quietly with the fact that although they
contribute to the economy and employment of the
city, neither are they allowed to vote in city elections nor are they respected as full-fledged
taxpayers.
The proposal to enforce city zoning laws in
residential areas is a slap in the face to students
who look for affordable ways to go to college.
These students are not second-class citizens, and
rarely do they live like such, for example fitting 10
people into a house built for four.
To force students out of area neighborhoods is
discriminatory and just one more example that the
community does not completely want the students
here.
It would not be hard for a student to choose
another school in a community that is more
hospitable than Murray. Then the city would not
have to worry about Murray State and the signs
could just read, "Welcome to Murray."

Future looks bleak
for library services
Murrays ... meet the Murrays . .. they are a
modern, stone-age family.
In the.. . state of Kentucky... they lag behind
the rest of state universities.
Yes, Murray State University is on the leading
edge of extinction.
Take for example the library. Usually known as a
place of great knowledge and resources, it has
become archaic in its services, lacking the modern
resources most state universities have had for
years.
Things do not look much better for the future as
budget cuts have cut out the on-line system which
has been on the drawing board for eight years.
It is not only that the system would provide an efficient means of research for students, but in the
market place of competition it would be an asset for
the University to boast as prospective students look
for a place to study.
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Students clarify requested fee increase
To the Editor:
We feel there needs to be
some clarification concerning
the theatre and the activity fee.
First, students never asked
the activity fee be raised so
theatrical productions could be
attended free of charge. They
asked for $1.25 per semester
per student be taken from the
leftover, existing $20 fee that is
termed the "general fund."
We have been told that this
portion of the activity fee has
already been allotted to certain
aspects of the University.
What is still unclear is where
the money is spent.
However, we feel an increase
of $1.25 a semester on the activity fee is not unreasonable.
As it is, students pay $4 for
each production, and we feel
that $1.25 is a great savings,
especially for students who are
required to see a production for
class.
Our main concern is the
students of Murray State do not

blame the department of speech some other activities funded by
communication and theatre if the fee.
the activity fee is raised $5, $10
We feel that upon registra·
or even $25. All we want is a tion students should be given a
$1.25!
list of how the activity fee is
There is currently a petition distributed among the various
with nearly 600 signatures facets of the University. If
from students with majors students are required to pay
ranging from business manage· this fee, they also deserve to be
ment to agriculture who are in- able to specify how this money
terested in having t he oppor· is distributed.
tunity to attend theatrical proHundreds of students, not just
ductions without charge.
those within the speech com·
An activity fee increase munication and theatre dep~might be more accepted by ment, want to see theatncal I
students if they could actually productions at Rober t E.
see their money working for Johnson Theatre free of charge,
them as individuals in some and most are willing to pay
way. Students should not be re- $1.25 (not $2.50) per semester
quired to pay more in fees just to do so. These students, along
to get an area out of debt, with many others, just want a
especially if they are not involv· choice in how th~ir money is
ed with that particular aspect allocated and an 1dea of where
ofthe University.
it is being distributed.
Using some of the fee so that
students can go to the theatre
Tish Usher
at a reduced r ate, or keeping
and
the library or Curris Center
Sarah Wolf
open 24 hours may satisfy the
needs of students more so than
students

Hunger remains major concern

Melanie Bucklin

Leigh Landini

Center needs
rec facilities
for students

To the Editor:
A good thing happened at Murray State last semester. During
Hunger Awareness Week, Nov. 18-21 , the students, faculty and
staff were alerted to some of the harsh realities that persist in our
world:
• Everyday 60,000 people die of hunger-related diseases in a
world that produces more than enough food for everyone.
• The roots ofhunger lie in poverty, war and the unequal distribution of resources.
• We can do something about it.
During that week, some 360 students, faculty and staff participated in the Hunger Banquet and the Fast for a World Harvest,
raising $221.79 for Oxfam America. In doing so, we joined
thousands of people from across this country, from Hollywood to
Boston and points in between, dramatizing the inequity of world
food distribution and supporting Oxfam America in its work with
the poor as they struggle for greater economic security for
.themselves, their children and their communities.
In this time of budget cuts, when even the servings at Winslow
are getting slimmer, perhaps it is time once again to bring to the
forefront the plight of the hungry of our world, to be in solidarity
with those who are less fortunate and to work toward the eradication of poverty and hunger. I challenge you to think twice when
you go for a second helping, to think of ways in which you can alter
your eating habits to benefit others, to make a conscious effort to
do your part in the fight against hunger.
A good thing happened at Murray State last semester. We cannot, and must not, flle it away as having "done hunger" for a
week. Rather, we must continue to read and learn about the pro·
blems so that we can be part of the solution.
Joan C. Frisz
director
Newman House

Being a senior at Murray
State University I should not
really be concerned with the
issue I am presenting to you,
but someone needs to speak up
and help the administrators at
this University finally do
something to improve student
life on this campus.
The topic I would like to ad·
dress is the highly acclaimed
Regional Special Events .
Center.
The center is supposed to help
economic growth and development in the area and have the
capabilities to host concerts, exhibits, other special events and,
of course, basketball games.
Since this Regional Special
Events Center is going to be
built on the campus of Murray
State, it should benefit the
students. The proposed center
will in no way provide for the
students things they do not
already receive.
I understand the University's
number one priority is to
renovate the Carr Health
Building, and it should be. But
just because it is the Univer·
sity's number one priority does
not mean the state will want to
fund the project, especially
after they just gave the University $18 million for the new
center.
So, if the new special events
center does not have recrea·
tiona! facilities and the state
does not renovate Carr Health,
then guess who gets the raw
end of the deal... the students.
And if the state does fund the
renovation of Carr Health,
there still should be recreational facilities in the special
events center so students with
disabilities have facilities that
are accessible to them.

A small university, especially
one under financial strain,
should not build a facility that
is going to be underutilized. If
the new center had recreational
facilities it would be utilized
every hour it was open.
.
.
...
W1th recr~at10nal fac1ht1es
and classes m the new center
there might be the opportunity,
at least partially, for utilizaton
and that would mean state funding to help the cost of operation and maintenance.
If the administration is con·
cerned with the recruitment
and retention of students, a
new facility with adequate
recreational facilities would be
priceless. At most universities,
if they have nice recreational
To the Editor:
facilities that is their first stop
Your editorial in the Feb. 1 on a campus tour with potential
issue supported adding student students.
services if the activity fee is
The original plans for the $20
raised.
million
Regional Specal Events
I appreciate your concern for
the non-traditional students Center had recreation facilities
and agree with your statements in them, and they still should.
that many university services The type of facilities needed on
are not available to them this campus are an olympic-size
because offices are not open swimming pool to replace the
from noon until 1 p .m. or after fishing pond in Carr Health; an
4:30 p.m. I am often embarrass- indoor track the students and
ed to explain to students who the community could use; a
can only be on campus at night weight room accessible to all
that several services and
classes are not available to students; racquetball courts
that have proper ve ntilation;
them.
You commented that Sparks and a multi-purpose human
Hall should be open at night, performance laboratory.
and I agree with you. However,
It would be so easy for you,
I would like you to know that the administration, to finally
our office on the 3rd floor of do something to benefit the
Sparks Hall is open each Tuesstudents. So, while you're talk·'
day evening from 4:30 to 6.
Again, thank you for your ing about raising fees and
prices on campus, think about
awareness of this issue.
what the students really need
Billie Burton and add recreation facilities to
Coordinator the Regional Special Events s
!
A~nlt OntrPAt'h Center.

Adult Outreach
accessible to
evening students
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Dishonesty leads to stiff penalties
Plagiarism risks academic career
By SHERRY DICKINSON
Copy Editor

The paper is due in less than
six hours. At two in the morning, the temptation to copy just
a few lines from a book to fill up
those empty pages is overwhelming. · After all, the an·
cient book on tribal Indian marriage customs has been collecting dust at Waterfield Library
since 1974, so who would know
if you borrowed a few words. No
one, right? Wrong!
Plagiarism is a serious crime
in any situation, but in the
educational environment, it is a
crime that could ruin your
academic career.
Many students do not realize
exactly what is at risk when
they resort to plagiarism.
At Murray State Univer.s ity,
the maximum punishment for
plagiarism is expulsion. The
University's policy is clearly
stated within the Student Life
Handbook, however , few
students take the time to read
the handbook thoroughly.
The policy states,"Academic
dishonesty -cheating,
plagiarism (submitting another
person's material as one's own
or doing work for another person which will receive academic
credit) are all impennissible ....
Disciplinary action may be
taken beyond the academic
discipline administered by the
faculty member who teaches
the course in which the
cheating took place."
Many professors regard in ten·
tiona! . plagiarism as an in·
tolerable act.
Gordon J. Loberger, associate
professor of English, said
plagiarism is an unauthorized

What to Know About Plagiarism
You may use sources in a paper in basically two ways: (1) you may use a direct quotation or
(2) you may paraphrase. Whichever you choose, always remember to follow these guidelines:
1. If you decide to quote a long or short passage or even a phrase of only three or four words,
remember the following:
a. You must copy the material you are quoting exactly as it appears in the original.
b. You must set off all quoted material with quotation marks. The exception here is indented
quotations. In this case, the indention itself takes the place of the quotation marks.
c. You must identify the source of every direct quotation, regardless of length, In a footnote.
2. If you wish to use the facts, opinions or ideas from a source, but express them in your own words,
remember the following:
a. You must be absolutely faithful to the sense of the source.
That is, you must not distort the meaning of the original.
b. You must restate the author's ideas in your own words.
A few omissions, a few substitutions of synonyms, a
few verb changes and a few rearrangements of word
groups found In a source do not constitute "your own words:
c. You must identify the source of every paraphrase in a
footnote, even though the paraphrase is in your own words.
Source: MARK J . WATTIER

use of someone else's ideas
and/or materials.
"If a student plagiarizes
material and I detect it, the student will receive an E for that
assignment," Loberger said.
However, Loberger said he
thinks the number of students
who plagiarize is fairly limited.
"M'>st plagiarism that I've
had to deal with is unintentional plagiarism," he said.
"Most students are basically
honest. '
Loberger said students can
avoid plagiarizing materials by

Graphic by BRYAN T. ADAMS AND MARK ADAMS

attributing information to its
source.
"What I tell my students is
that often the difference between research and plagiarism
is a footnote," he said.
"Plagiarism occurs more out of
ignorance than intentional
cheating."
One way students can attribute information is by indirectly referring to sources by
using phrases such as, ''According to a majority of sources.... "
"Students who panic at the
last moment are usually those
who plagiarize," Loberger said.

Faculty members know who
waits until the last minute, he
said.
William B. Lalicker, assistant professor of English, said
he sees cases of plagiarism
occasionally.
"I see it in class, but I don't
see it very often because most of
my assignments require
students to present drafts and
improve those drafts," Lalicker
said.
He said most students
plagiarize out of desperation.
"Most students do it
(plagiarize) because they're out

of ideas and up against a
deadline," Lalicker said. "If
students just approached their
professors for help, there would
be less plagiarism.
"Plagiarizing is like devaluing the currency of the grades
at the University," Lalicker
said.
A one dollar bill would not be
worth a dollar if it only had flf.
ty cents behind it, and
plagiarized essays do not have
the full weight of a student's
thought behind them, he said.
Loberger said he also faces a
different variation of
plagiarism.
"I would gu~ss the most dif·
ficult problem is the problem of
students getting extensive help
from a second party," Loberger
·
said.
Students who do receive such
help on a regular basis do get
caught later when they have in·
class assignments, he said.
Loberger, who has been
teaching for 30 years, said he
sees an average of a case of
plagiarism a year.
·
"Students are naive in thinking this is responsible scholarship and learning,'' he said.
Lalicker said even though the
ideas we use when we write are
not completely original, we
take an idea and mter it
through our own language.
"That means we have control
over the idea -that we understand it. Plagiarism means the
supposed thinker hasn't grappled to control and understand
the idea," Lalicker said. "This
is what makes the difference
between a human and a
parrot."

Dishonesty may result in expulsion
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Many students do not think
anything of copying an answer
from a friend's paper or copying
words out of a book to make a
paper sound more intelligent,
but they do not realize how
much trouble this can cause.
Murray State University's
Student Handbook defines
academic dishonesty as
"cheating or plagiarism, sub·
mitting another person's
material as one's own, or doing
work for another person which
will receive academic credit."
Mike Young, administrative
assistant to the associate vice
president of student affairs,
said one of his functions is to
handle student discipline. He
said there have only been two
instances of cheating in the last
year.
Young said when a student
cheats on an exam, the professor either handles it himself
by failing the student and/or
turns the student in to the stu·
dent affairs office.
"There is no policy that states

that the professor must turn
the student in to the student affairs office," he said.
Young said professors usually
handle academic dishonesty
themselves.
There has not been many
cases reported to the student af.
fairs office, he said.
"It can happen, and we may
not be aware of it. There have
been cases where students were
expelled for academic dishonesty," he said.
Young said they do not have
many problems with groups
who keep tests on file or the
buying and selling of term
papers.
"We don't have problems
with it because we are not privy
to that information. As long as
the material was not stolen, it
is not reported,'' Young said.
Sandra Sanders, assistant
professor and head of reference
at Waterfield Library, said she
has served on the judicial
board, which hears student appeals, for over a year.
"Since I've been on the board

we have handled felony theft
and cheating," she said.
Sanders said academic
dishonesty cases are handled
very carefully.
"We deliberate about
everything, and we make sure
everyone is in agreement on the
punishment. We take into consideration the person's future.
We take in his rights as well as
the rights of the people he has
burt," she said.
"It's just like any other court.
We look at all the evidence, and
we don't make rash decisions,"
Sanders said.
Young said all the codes of
conduct are listed in the Student Handbook.
"All students should read the
Student Handbook to be versed
on the codes of conduct," he
said.
Young said the office of student affairs is not out to punish
students.
"Our goal is to educate and
hold them accountable for what
they have done. We want to
help students become responsible adults," he said.

Students
may file
appeals
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Students who find
themselves in a situation
where they have been accused of academic
dishonesty unfairly have
options. If the situation oc·
curs, a student can take
the following steps.
Mike Young, administrative assistant to
the associate vice president of student affairs,
said academic dishonesty
falls under the codes of
conduct rules. If an incident of academic dishonesty is reported, it goes to
him.
"I meet with the student
to let him know the professor has made a charge
of academic dishonesty
against the student,'' he
said.
Next, there is a hearing
with the judicial board
flve days aft.er the stu·
dent's meeting with
Young.
Young said the judicial
board is made up of seven
people: three faculty
members, one staff
member and three
students. The student
positions are usually appointed by the president of
the Student Government
Association.
If the student is not
satisfied with the decision
of the judicial board, he
can appeal by sending a
letter after flve working
days to the appeals board
containing the grounds of
appeal.
The appeals board
reviews the request and
sends a decision to the
student.
Young said a student
has the chance to appeal
to the Board of Regents
after the appeal has gone
through the appeals board
only if he is suspended or
expelled.
Along with the chance to
appeal a charge of
dishonesty, students have
the right to appeal a grade
if they fear a teacher has
made a mistake or if they
were graded unfairly.
Young said the appeal of
a grade should begin with
the faculty member with
whom the student
disagreed.
If the student is not
satisfied, the appeal goes
to the chairman of the
department and then to
the dean of the school if
necessary, Young said.
"If they are not
satisfied, they can see the
academic appeals committee," he said.

Illustration by MARK ADAMS

Professors, students shun acade.m ic dishonesty
By TERESA MAYS
Senior Staff Writer

Murray State University instructors
deal differently with students who
have been academically dishonest.
Toni Sills, assistant professor in
elementary and secondary education,
said she has not crossed a student
cheating in her class yet.
"I try to put my students into a
situation where if they failed, they
could do better," she said.
Sills said she has a tendency to trust
students until they have proven they
cannot be trusted.
"An honest person is not going to
steal a test ," she said.

Sills said if they do, then they
deserve to be expelled from school and
to have a terrible reputation in town
and on campus.
Sills said if she found a student
cheating in her class, she would deal
with the situation very harshly.
"I wouldn't be able to tolerate that,"
she said.
However, Sills said she would like to
deal with each situation individually.
"I think their motivation would be
more of a determination than what
they actually did," she said.
Alysia Ritter, assistant professor in
psychology, said she talks to her
students at the beginning of each

semester about cheating.
"If I see them cheating, I will take
their paper and ask them to leave the
classroom," she said.
As a way to prevent cheating in her
class, Ritter said when she teaches a
large class, she hands out three dif·
ferent tests.
For a small class, she said, she gives
the same test.
Ritter said her answer sheets are
numbered according to the test, so
students will not be able to steal the
test, copy it or take it to the residence
halls.
She said she also tries to make sure
her students do not plagiarize.

"If any of my classes writes a paper,
I have them turn in their references,''
she said. "That way I can make sure
they haven't copied any passages
word for word."
Ritter said she tells her students if
they see anyone cheating off of them
or someone else, it is their responsibility to let the professor know.
"It needs to be reported," she said.
"Students who directly witness
dishonesty need to do something."
Ritter said her department has
started asking students to tum in two
copies of their papers so one can be
kept on file.

"The student will 'not be able to let
their roommate or whoever use it the :
next semester," she said.
But teachers are not the only ones
who disagree with academic dishones-:
ty. Some students do not believe in it. ,
John Watkins, a freshman
chemistry major from Louisville, said
when he was taking chemistry he had
wondered how students who never :
studied or took notes in class received :
an "A" on the test.
Watkins said he discovered a stu.:
dent had stolen a test and shared it:
with other classmates.
"I don't think it's fair," he said.
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CIP sees highest enrollment ever
By HERB BANKS
Reporter

cerned about their grade point average than
anyone can imagine,'' Jackson said.
Many of the international students consider
themselves lucky to have an oppurtunity to come
and study at Murray State.

The Center for International Programs has
reached an all-time high enrollment with 154
students, which is a 28 percent increase since
spring 1989.
CIP, located on the second floor of th.e Lowry Student views of MSU
Center, is represented by 48 countries with
Timothy Tay, a freshman business administrastudents venturing from as far as Malaysia and tion major from Malaysia, said this is his first exThailand.
.
perience in America and at an American
Ruth Jackson, international student adviser, institution.
said she thinks the primary reason for the
"I spend at least three to four hours a day stugrowth in the program is concerted efforts in the dying in the library," Tay said. "The dorms are
office which helps provide services to the too noisy for me to do my studying," he said.
students that were not before available. She said
"The CIP is a good program for international
better communication with the students has also students. It has helped me make friends, and it
helped to meet the program's and the students' also makes me feel at home," Tay said.
needs.
Chew Liew, a freshman electrical engineer maCelia Wall, acting director, has contributed jor from Malaysia, said she t hinks the CIP is a
many hours of work to the program, Jackson good program because it helps international
said.
students learn about American customs and the
"She has been willing to fund some of the way of college life.
things done within the program. Although it
"Everything is new to me," Liew said. "I have
may not amount to a great deal of money, it
only
a bicycle for transportation, and it (Murray)
amounts to a great deal in terms of how the
somet imes becomes boring by not being able to
students feel on campus," Jackson said.
get around."
She said the reason most international
CIP helps students
students are concerned with their GPA is their
Projects such as having a van to make trips to family resources and money are invested in getpick up new students at Barkley Regional Air- ting an American education.
port in Paducah during registration time help
The msjority of the students are majoring in
the students fmancially since they have to make business, science and engineering, Jackson said.
their own way to Paducah.
Although exchange students do not make up a
"When they get to the end of the world, which majority in this program, there are about 10
is Paducah," Jackson said, "they find they have students and faculty presently enrolled in the
to step off to get to Murray. It is a scary program.
experience."
Most of the international students arrive here
The students are asked to notify the CIP when
independently
and stay in the program usually
the plane arrangements are made so someone
two
to
three
years.
Many of the students are
will be there to greet them upon their arrival in
transfer
students
from
colleges and universities
Paducah, Mayfield or Clarksville, Tenn.
in their hometowtl8.
Rearranging the office is another step the proShareen Thomas, a sophomore advertising magram has taken to meet its needs.
jor
from Malaysia, transferred to Murray State
International students now have an easier time
because
her schedule fit the University's criteria.
finding certain administrators for adviser apThomas came to know about Murray through a
pointments and just someone to talk to when profriend who attends school here and a brother who
blems arise, Jackson said.
The CIP helps the international students locate lives in Carbondale.
"My brother recommended that I come to Murcertain services needed in town such as health
ray
State University," Thomas said. "I have only
facilities.
been
here one month and find it pretty and
"The goal of the CIP is to let these students
peaceful
here. I do not like the weather because I
know they are not here by themselves," Jackson
never
know
what to wear to class. It is cold in the
said.
morning
and
hot in the afternoons," Thomas
"The majority of the international students
said.
come to Murray State because we get our visa
She said the CIP has been very helpful to her in
documents out quickly, and we have a really
meeting
good admissions office when it comes to turning campus. new friends within her short time on
these documents around and also because our
~qur Reu Khan, • computer eJ14P.netr ma·
tuition is lees here than other. '8Chools," J ackeon
jor
from Bangladesh, said lie arrived at Murray
said.
State
by way of "fate." "I had a choice of many
Before an international student can come to
universities
and colleges but chose Murray State
Murray State he or she must take a test in for the low tuition,"
Khan said.
English to prove that he or she can speak the
Khan
had
done
some
research about the Murlanguage. This helps prepare the student for the
ray
community
and
the
University before his arclasses he or she will be taking on campus.
rival
in
the
states.
"I
like
Murray because it is :
The only class required for an international
small
and
the
people
are
very
friendly," Khan ~
student is international orientation, which is
Sal"d.
:'
basically a service class much like freshman
Another
international
student
from
:
orientation. A weekly check is made with the
students to find out how classes and activities are Bangladesh, Lorna Hon, a sophomore business :
going. The class provides information about the administration major, said she arrived here by
1
American education system, life in western Ken- accident.
"I
.
was
visiting
a
friend
who
told
me
that
I
1
tucky and legal restrictions placed on internalook around, so I decided to stay," Hon ;
tional students by the U.S. government, Jackson should
said.
'
said.
has
been
here
for
two
years
and
said
she
Hon
" In the past the CIP would take trips to Land
the people to be very nice.
Between the Lakes and thereabouts, but now finds
"There
is not much to do here in Murray," Han
since the program has grown it becomes harder
said.
to take such a tour," Jackson said.
The majority of graduate level international International buffet set
students at Murray State live off campus.
The CIP will offer American students a chance
''I worry about that," Jackson said, ..but since
so many of them arrive when the University is to get a taste of international foods Feb. 23 at 1 ;
closed they look for an apartment to keep from p.m. in the Currie Center Ballroom. Foods from f
30 to 35 countries will be prepared by the f
having to live ii\ a dorm all by themselves."
$
Furthermore, many international students do students, and entertainment will follow.
not like American food and can cook their meals Tickets are on sale in the international student J
at home, she said.
office. Admission is $6.50 for adults, $4.50 for J
"I have a group of students that are more con· students and $3 for children.

Timothy Tay, an Internat ional
student, takes some time out
from playing soccer with some
friends to tie his shoe. Tarek
Orfaly (left), an International
student from Kuwait, and Jim
Yahya relax during a soccer
game recently.

I

I'

Photos by JUD COOK

I

FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
- - - - • 1600 Main - Next to ATO House --~•
753-9419

Women's Dress & Casu
1st Pair Re gular Price

$142-S

$11~

Second Pairl

99¢

Starts Monday,

Feb.10
Give Her a Kiss
For Valentine's Day
nus b~autlfully crafted sterling silver ldss by J & C
Ferrara is a perfect ~t for any occasion when you want
to show affection. And. how about wrapplng It wtth a
package of real Hershey's Mtlk Chocolate Kisses to
s atis fy her sweet tooth. Then . the rest ls up to you - a
kiss or two of your own wouldn't be bad.
Kiss ln Sterllng Silver . ........... . .... $19.95
Also available tn 14K gold and 18K Gold.

J.T.LEE Jeweler
Dlx1eland Center
759 - 1141

Monday - Friday
10 a.m.- 6 p .m.

Women's
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Telecourses feel budget ax

POLICE BEAT
Feb. 3

Kentucky Educational Television reduces schedule
By JON FUTRELL
Staff Writer

Many telecourses at Murray
State University have felt the
budget cuts that forced Kentucky Educational Television to
reduce its broadcasting
·schedule.
KET went on the air at 6:15
a.m. and off at 12:15 a.m.
Under the new schedule, which
went into effect Feb. 1, KET
signs on at 9 a.m. and signs off
at 10:30 p.m .. This is a 20 percent reduction in its daily programming schedule.
The biggest effect these programming cuts will have at
Murray State is with
telecourses taught on campus.
Before, telecourse programs
ran on weekdays with repeats
the following weekend. Now,
the programs will only air on
weekends.
Roy Hatton, a history professor who teaches a telecourse
using the program America,
The Second Century, said no
one can really tell what the effect of the cutbacks will be on
telecourses.
"It might prohibit some

New Time Schedule for KET • • • • Old Schedule:

On the air at 6:15 a.m.
Off the air at 12:15 a.m.

said. "Some students may not
have VCRs to tape the lessons
with."
Virginia Fox, executive director of KET, said they will save
$121,000 a year in power costs
alone with the the new
schedule. Other savings will be
in personnel and related costs.

While public television is
starting its cutbacks, local
public radio is trying to recover
New Schedule: from
its mid-year budget cuts.
Janet Kenney, station manager
On the air at 9 a.m. at WKMS-FM, said she had to
cut student salary money as
part of the station's budget
Off the air at 10:30 p.m. cuts.
She said cutting hours
would not have been feasible.
"To get funding from the CorGraphic by BRYAN ADAMS
students from taking the are important in these courses. poration for Public Broadcasting, we have to be on the air
courses, but with VCRs, it
"To get the most out of a for at least 18 hours a day,"
might not affect it at all," Hat- lesson, t hey (students) watch it
Kenney said. "We're on the air
ton said.
twice and read the book about 19 hours a day, and one hour's
Karl Wuest, adjunct instruc- four or five times," Wuest said.
tor in the department of "It probably won't affect the not going to cut you much."
marketing and management class too much since a lot of
WKMS will try to make up
who teaches a telecourse using them record the lessons on for the cut salaries with the
the program The Business of VCRs."
help of its annual Radiothon,
Management, said t he material
"One thing students like starting March 21. The current
in the shows can also be found about these courses is the flex- goal is $34,000 or 850 friends
in related textbooks, ana both ibility of when to watch," Jones (donations of at least $5).

12:54 a.m. - A worker at Regents Hall reported the south
door would not lock.
4:24 p.m. - rrhe housekeeper at Oakhurst reported an intrusion alarm she was unable to reset.
11:49 p.m. - Someone at Franklin Hall reported lights
dimming and a fire panel blinking. Murray Police Department was nolified.
Jan. 31

12:57 p.m. - Public safety was notified of a disturbance between two people on the frrst floor of Wells Hall.
11:54 p.m. - A female, who had argued with her boyfriend
earlier, called to report she was afraid something had happened to him when she received no answer when she tried to
call .
Jan. 29

9:09a.m. - The Murray Fire Department was dispatched
to a car fire between Racer Arena and the Child Development
Center.
7:37p.m. - Someone reported vandalism to a 1986 blue
Toyota pickup parked at Franklin Hall. Leaves had been
placed on the truck, and a Wal-Mart cart was placed in the
back of the truck.
4:47 p.m. - Bob Lochte reported someone had stolen an
equalizer, compact disc and a cassette player, valued at $540,
from Doyle Fine Arts Building, Room 640.
4:47 p.m. - Mark Welch reported a $320 leather jacket
stolen from Fine Arts, Room 613.
4:47p.m. - Margaret H·unt reported a $215 leather jacket
·
stolen from Fine Arts, Room 613.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Teresa Mays, smior staff writer, from mater'ials available to
the public from the public safety office.

.
_TH_E_F_O_R_U_M_ _ _ _ _ _

Students give children a head start
By RAE ANNE KLOSS
Reporter

·

Some Murray State University student volunteers are helping area children get a head
start in life.
By volunteering to help Head
Start, a federally funded
preschool program for children
ages three and four , these
students help make up for the
lack of funds needed for the
program.
"It is a program to get the
children ready for kindergarten
so that ruiey don't fall behind
when they enter the pulllic
s chools , " said Jennifer
Burkholder, a teacher and

center supervisor of Head Start.
"Like its name suggests, the
program gives these children a
·
'head start."'
Ron Martin , a senior
re habilitation major from
Paducah, became interested in
volunteering for Head Start
after a friend volunteered time
for a class requirement.
"I am not a teacher, but I am
an a'.lthority figure," Martin
said. " I eat dinner with them
and afterward, I get to read
them a story."
Michelle Jones, a senior
social work maior from Dexter,
Mo., said she became involved

...

•

with volunteering at Head
Start to fulfill requirements for
a class. She now volunteers on
her own.
"I just liked it. After my class
got me started, it was my own
decision to keep volunteering,"
Jones said. "I love it! It is an experience that everyone needs to
do if they Jove children."
Many volunteers are communication disorder majors.
These speech clinicians gain
practical experience at Head
Start. Burkholder said they
read1to the children as well as
help them with language and
art activities.
Christi Wallace, a senior com-

~5

tD Is It true that the University Is considering

munication disorders major
from Hopkinsville , al so
volunteers time at Head Start
each week.
" It is definitely a lot of fun. I
have become acquainted with
the age group, and I have learned a lot about the physical and
mental development of the
children," Wallace said.
Students can volunteer to
work around their classes or
other obligations.
" We a l ways encourage
volunteers because we have so
many children," Burkholder
said .
Those wish.ing to volunteer
can contact Burkholder at Head
Start.

01

forci ng all students who live In a residence
hall, no matter what class standing, to
purchase a meal ticket next fall?
-Usa Samples
junior

outdoor reci'Mtlon
Kuttawa
"Yes the University Is considering that.•

-David Blackburn
Housing, Associate Director

fiB
•
~

•All students living In residence halls must
purchase a plan. Freshmen and sophomores
must purchase any 15 or any 19. Juniors and
seniors have their choice of any 5, any 15 or any
19.·

- William Benrlter
Food Services Director
To IUbmit your ~lion llboul MSU cwry It to 11 1 Wilton Hell « drop It In the "Aak
SGA & 11» Murray Star. Ntlw mailbox on the tlrtt floor d th. Currie C.nt«. au.tdona
thOIJtd Include your NIIM, dutlfteallon, II'Mifor, hometown, .nd phone number.

SIN BAD

YGUI(

\f! Gripe

Q

Day

VVednesday, Feb. 12
9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Live

in

Concert

at
Murray State University
Racer Arena
Monday, Feb. 10

Locations: Curris Center
Faculty Hall

Star of "It's a Different World"
Co-star in the motion picture
"Necessary Roughness"
Performed at colleges nationwide

Tell us what's on your mind!
ROGER DAY
Solo Singer/Performer
Feb. 16

6 p.m.
Curris Center Stables
FREE

ALAN JACKSON
&
Diamond Rio

"Julia Roberts g~ beyond 'Pretty Woman~
The ~ performance ofher career.·
-&.ttHah.SAft! I llt. NEW~~Fllt\l)ik

Tickets go on sale Feb. 13
Racer Arena

The Salon Staff
Welcomes Back
Students and Faculty
SYSTEME

~BIOLAGE.
By Wlllabtx•

I~ matrix

Check us out for the new
spring styles

Susan Landolphi
presenting
a

Safe- nonsexual experience"
in a lecture on safe sex
Tuesday, Feb. 11

Feb.12
Curris Center Theatre
$1.50 - Student ID
$2.50 - General public

Features:

7p.m.

3 p.m.
7 p.m. & 9 p.m.

Curris Center Stables
FREE

/UCB

no.
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Habitat labors
to build homes
By TERRY HAREWOOD
Reporter

Since it was inaugurated last
September, the Murray State
University chapter of Habitat
for Humanity International has
been working diligently at
upgrading the quality of homes
for many residents of Murray
and neighboring communities.
The chapter, which now has
about 30 members, fixed roofs
and repaired houses last fall
and plans to do more of the
same this year.
Bill Lalicker, faculty adviser
to the chapter and assistant
professor in English, said the
overall aim of the organization,
founded 20 years ago by
millionaire Millard Fuller, is to
improve the quality of living for
families by working along with
them in either repairing or
building their homes.
The organization raises the
money for the materials by having fund-raisers in the various
communities. Lalicker said
members of the various communities are often asked to
volunteer their labor.
"Once the money is raised
and the family is picked, the
habitat works along with them
in constructing the homes,"
Lalicker said.
The houses are not exactly a
gift to the family, however. It
costs about $20,000 to build one
house and, Lalicker said, "Over
a period of 20 years the family
is asked to pay back for the
house at a rate of $1 ,000 per
year. This is really reasonable
considering that they get about
a $60,000 home for $20,000."
Lalicker also said the money
received from the family is then
used to fund another project.
Mark Wallace, who served as
chairman on the construction
committee last semester, said

JOB TIME
Murray State alumnae
Sherry Lassiter (top right)
talks with a student dur·
lng Tuesday's Summer
Job Fai r. Lassiter Is
employed with Girl
Scouts of America.
Tonya Peek (below), a
junior nursing major from
Marion, Ky., talks with a
job recruiter during the
fair. The fair was sponsored by the Placement
office and about 300
students attended. ·

Photos by CHERI STUART

''Once the money
is raised and the
family is picked,
the habitat works
along with them In
constructing the
homes''
- William Lallcker

the student chapter is already
making plans for projects this
year.
One such plan is to provide
aid to Marque Moore, a former
Murray State student who fell ,
off a bull during a rodeo com·
petition last fall. Lalicker said
the students are hoping to work
along with Moore in helping to
make his home wheelchair
accessible.
Wallace said, however, one
problem the organization is facing is a lack of funds.
"We have raised about $50 to
$100 at most so far. We need a
lot of students to come out and
help us. We've gotten ideas 1
from the Murray chapter, but
we need some manpower," said
Wallace, who became involved
with the organization two years •
ago through his fraternity,
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Wallace, a senior construction technology major from
Murray, also explained some of
the fundraising ideas the
organization has brainstormed
so far.
"We've thought about having
a bake sale, pledging our labor .
and inviting some charity
bands down from Louisville, to
name a few of the plans," t
Wallace said.

New scholarships available for students
Alumni, Foundation to reward MSU students for good grades, leadership, activities
By ROB HART

financial need and academics,
• Jules Harcourt Scholarship
Students will have the oppor- for freshman and transfer
tunity to compete for several students entering the field of ofnew and re-activated scholar· fice systems or busines s
ships for the 1992-93 school education,
year, according to the MSU • Marie Holton Memorial Art
Foundation and the Alumni Af- Scholarship for upperclassmen
in the department of art,
fairs Association.
Among new awards from the . • Carl L. Keesler· Memol'ial
Scholarship for upperclassmen
MSU Foundation are:
• Elizabeth Askew Armstrong majoring in the area of drafting.
Memorial Scholarship for up- and design,
perclass nursing students,
• Charlotte Tuscher Nelson
• Drs. Richard and Mary Memorial Scholarship for upBroeringmeyer Scholarship for perclass, non -traditional
full time students, freshman students majoring in the field of
through senior year, based on nursing,
Reporter

• Bill Powell Memorial
Scholarship for freshmen
through seniors majoring in
print journalism,
• ;Hatler Morgan Scholarship
for freshmen who are graduates
of Mars hall County High
School,
• Galen 'rhurman Memorial
Scholarship for freshmen who
are graduates of Calloway
County High School or Murray
High School,
• Betsy Ross Wilcox Memorial
F.FA Scholarship for freshmen
through seniors majoring in
agriculture with an emphasis
on agriculture business. Reci·

pients must have participated
in FFA for a minimum of three
years,
• Betsy Ross Wilcox Memorial
Rodeo Scholarship for freshmen
through seniors who are
members of the MSU Rodeo
Team,
• Bryant and Julie Williams
Scholarship for upperclassmen
who are majoring in
journalism,
New scholarships being offered by the Alumni Association are:
• Bill and Gean Cherry
Scholarship for freshmen
through seniors with integrity

and good citizenship with at
least a 2.0 grade point average.
Preference will be given to, but
is not restricted to, those pursuing a career in agricultural
education or agricultural
mechanization. Financial need
will be a priority consideration.
• Shelby McCallum Memorial
Scholarship for students from
Marshall County, Ky., majoring in communications. Applicants should have a
minimum 2.75 grade point
average.
Carol Julian, development
coordinator for scholarships
and planned giving, advises

students to read carefully ·
through the brochure attached :
to the application so they may ,
apply for every award for which :
they are eligible. She also
recommends interested
students check with their
departments to find out about
non-university related
scholarships.
;
For a scholarship application
and a complete list of university scholarships available, ·
students should stop by the
MSU Foundation office or the
Alumni Affairs office in Sp{lrks
Hall.

FREE

INFORMATION FOR
STUO£NTS WHO NEED

SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
Results Guaranteed.
'

1-800-343-5151

About to tum 187 There's a little

somcthin& we need you to do. If

you're a guy within 30 davs d your
birthday, stop ~the post~ and
n:gisler with Selecdve Service. It
takes only five minuleS, and it will
~ you eligible fOr idetal jobs, job
~ swdent

loans.

Rqj.ster With Selecdw Scrvlce.
It's Qukt.lt's Elly. ADd It's The Llw.

.9L{plia Omicron Pi
wou{d {il(g, to congratu{ate
its newest initiates

Stephanie Allen
Allyson Andrews
Leslie Brown
Danette Gray
Ginger Rogers
Chanon Chaney
Holly Holder
Karen Smith
Keile Cox
Shannon Houpt
Meg Sommerkamp
Dana Darnell
Brandi Jackson
Terl Thomas
Lea Douglas
Sara Thompson
Missy Kleeman
Shanan Dunn
Julie Wampler
Wendy Lewis
Ali Fella
Shannon McCuiston
Robin Wayne
Teri Files
Dede Phillips
Angela Wood
Jenny Fisher
Dawn Wring
Monl~a Plunkett
Traci Forbes
Greta Rainey

We Yl.re Proud Of ']"ou!

1

l
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SPORTS
Track team members head to New York
By TONY KENDALL
Reporter

The Murray State University
track team continues its march
toward the Ohio Valley Conference championship today on
two fronts.
While most of the team is
competing at the Indiana Invitational in Bloomington, a
dozen others might be competing for bargains at Bloomingdale's as they wait for the
1992 Millrose Games to start.
The men's 4 x 400- and 4 X
800-meter relay teams and the
women's 4 X 400 team were invited to this international
meet.

"It is great for our kids to be
invited to the Millrose Games,"
said coach Stan Narewski. "It
gives them the chance to go up
against the best on a national
level."
"We are excited about the
Millrose Games, and I like the
opportunity to compete against
the best," said Seibert
Straughn, an All-American at
400-meters. "We expect to do
well at the games and finish
among the leaders."
Going to the Millrose Games
along with Straughn are Carl
Dillard, Trevor Hamilton,
Terry Harewood, Lyndon Hepburn, Eustace Isidore, Neil
Kiernan, Stevon Roberts and

John Ackerman. Anna Cherry,
Jill Doty, Alicia Glover,
Heather Samuel and Felicia
Upton will take part for the
women.
Narewski said he also expects
a good showing from the units
going to New York.
''It would not surprise me if
we placed in the top five at all,"
he said.
Narewski said he thinks this
year's squad could be one of the
best MSU has had in some time
especially in the field events.
For the first time in several
years MSU has a high jumper
who can clear seven feet, Chris
Barber. Brian Church, Greg
Dcaves and Nelson Williamson
can throw the shot 50 feet.

"They should have many top
three finishes this season,"
Narewski said.
"We should do well in the
sprints with Straughn and Carl
Dillard, and our relay teams
are strong. Middle Tennessee is
the team to beat. We lost to
them by one point last season,
and we hope to make up some
ground this year," he said.

and 5000. Heather Samuel has
already made the NCAA provisional qualifying time at 55
meters, and Wendy Atkinson
and Danielle Leonard are solid
performers in the throwing
events," Narewski said.
Now in his fourth season at
MSU, Narewski is doing double
duty coaching both the men's
and women's teams.
"It's no big deal. Athletes are
athletes. I don't do anything
different with the women as far
as training goes. I treat them

.

Coming off a third place
finish last season, the women
are also looking forward to
challenging the conference
leaders.
allthesameande~themto
do
their best," he said.
"Anna Cherry and Rebecca
"Hopefully
they will, and we
Mizener are strong in the 800.
Heathet Huhn and Kendra will have an OVC title or two to
Hedlund are solid in the 3000 show for it."

MSU faces Morehead,
Eastern in OVC quest
By MIKE PADUANO
Reporter

The Ohio Valley Conference
road swing through Morehead
State and Eastern Kentucky
has been tabbed "Death
Valley" by opposing coaches
and sportswriters, but in recent
years the Racers have walked
away victorious with Eagles
and Colonels left in their wake.
ln the last four years, Murray
State has posted a 6-2 combined
record on the road against
Morehead and Eastern.
Head coach Scott Edgar said
he is not worried about the
hostile crowds but with the play
of his team.
"I'm more concerned with
ourselves than with what's up
there," he said. ''I think we're
playing two of the best teams in
the league."
The Racers play at Morehead
at 6:30 p.m. Saturday and face
a suddenly improved Eagles
squad that lost four straight
conference road games before
crushing Eastern Kentucky
86-71 Monday night. Morehead
State is led by the nation's
leading scorer Brett Roberts.

Two nights later, MSU will
seek revenge in Richmond
when they face Eastern Kentucky. The Colonels defeated
the Racers 100-90 in Racer
Arena Jan. 25 in a battle of
then first-place teams.
Eastern is led by 6-foot-7-inch
sophomore forward John Allen
averaging 13.3 points per contest, but most of the noise being
made by the Colonels recently
has been center Mike Smith's
thundering dunks. In the last
four games, Smith has made 32
of 37 field goal attempts, an
86.5 percent average including
a 10 for 10 outing at Morehead
and a 10 for eleven night at
Racer Arena.
Led by Popeye Jones' 22
point, 15 rebound performance,
the Racers (9-11) were able to
inch closer to t.he .500 mark
with a 77-73 victory over
Eastern Illinois Monday. Frank
Allen added 22 points in the
win.
The Racers trailed 35-31 at
the half, but scored the first 10
points of the second half with
four different players scoring
during the run. The teams tr.ad-

ed the lead six times, and
Eastern illinois led 71-70 with
1:22 remaining. Junior Frank
Allen scored the Racers' last
seven points, including a long
three-point shot with 25
seconds left to give the Racers a
75-73 lead and added two freethrows in the final seconds to
preserve the win.
In the OVC's most recent battle for first-place, MSU defeated
Middle Tennessee State 84-83
in Murfreesboro. With MTSU
threatening to blow out the
Racers, Allen connected for 11
straight points for MSU and
closed the gap to one. Free
throws by Maurice Cannon
sealed the victory. Allen led the
team with 24 points and eight
rebounds. Jones added 22
points and nine rebounds.
Jones suffered a sprained
back in practice last week, but
Edgar said his condition is improving and has almost healed.
The Racers' next home game
is 3 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 15,
when Tennessee State visits
Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN
Racer Arena. Tennessee Tech
comes in on Feb. 17 for a 9 p.m. On the move or standing still, Racer guard Maurice cannon gets
tip-off. The game will be the job done against Middle Tenneessee, 84-83. cannon also hit
3 of 4 foul shots In the final 19 seconds to cap the Racer win.
televised.

New leagues open stepping stone debate
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Viewpoint Editor

The premise is college should
not be used as a springboard for
professional sport careers.
But should attitudes change
with new leagues in football
and basketball forming and
new teams added to baseball?
Will these additions improve
the chances of playing in professional sports?
Coaches and players alike say
no.
"When you come to college,
you try to get a degree," said
David W. Clark, a senior occupational safety and health
major from Paducah. Clark
played defensive back for Murray State University last
season.
"There are a lot of guys out
there that chances are still
slim," Clark said, referring to
the new football leagues that
have formed giving better
chances to student/athletes.
One of those new leagues is
the Professional Spring Football League, in which Charlie
Carpenter, former assistant

head football coach for the
Racers, now works.
Carpenter, who is the offensive coach for the Tampa Bay
Outlaws, said the new leagues
provide great opportunities for
those who did not get picked in
the National Football League.
However, he said student/athletes should not bet on
a career with these new
leagues.
"It is the wrong thing to do,"
Carpenter said. "The most important thing is your
education."
Carpenter said if a student
can play sports, he should, but
he should play sports and
study. He said students who go
to college just to play sports like
football are going for the wrong
reason.
With less than 10 percent of
all student/athletes making it
to the professional ranks, it is
not just the competitiveness
that makes college the wrong
plrce to be used as minor
leagues.
While college can provide the
training ground for students to

~

Racer of the Week
Playing with a back injury, senior
center Popeye Jones scored 16 points
and pulled down nine rebounds in last
Saturday 's victory over Middle Tennessee State. Jones sprained his back
in Thursday's practice, but played in
Saturday night's contest. He earns
Racer of the Week honors for his perseverance.
Jones is currently ranked second in
the nation in rebounding, averaging
13.9 a game. He trails Louisiana State's
ShaquilleO'Neat, who is averaging 14.2
per game. Jones is an Occupational
Health and Safety major from Dresden,
Tenn.

-

become better athletes, Mike
Strickland, director of athletics,
said a student should use college to become a better person.
''The important thing," he
said, "is to get a degree and
learn to make it in life."
He said with a degree, a college graduate can always get a
job, even if it is not related to
his major field of study. By only
playing sports, Strickland said,
if a player does not make it to
the professional ranks, he or
she has nothing to fall back on.
"College should not be the
training ground for the NBA or
the NFL," he said.
Another factor governing the
choice between athletics and
academics is the fact that many
of these new leagues are not
stable.
"They are illusionary in concept," Strickland said. "Most of
them will not make it in the
end."
With the failure of the World
Football League and the United
States Football League and the
limited success of the Continental Basketball Assosiation,

Strickland said chances are
more likely than not that the
new sports leagues will fail.
"Except for the CBA, a lot of
these new leagues are not permanent," said Martin I.
Milkman, a professor in the
department of economics and
finance.
Even with new teams enter·
ing the more stable major
league ranks of baseball, the
percentage of players making it
to the professional ranks remains in the single digits, said
Tab Brockman, a 1981 Murray
State graduate who is director
of marketing and public relations for the Louis-ville
Redbirds.
Brockman said even with successful college baseball programs, very few of their
graduates make it to the major
leagues.
"Murray State over the years
has had a pretty successful program," he said, "but I only
know of one player, Jack Perconti, who made it to the professional ranks."
And the chances of making

RACER REPORT

•Qimme an M ... S... U!•
Fans may come and go, but the cheerleaders
are always there. The MSU Cheer leaders play
an important role at basketball and football
games by leading the fans and showing support
for the teams.
They have also become positive role models
with their community involvement. The Racer
cheerleaders run clinics, hold tryouts and
support the local YMCA and "Just Say No "
program.
Story on Page 14
Popeye Jones

-.. -
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the big salaries is as illusionary
as the leagues "themselves,
Strickland said.
"There is a small percentage
that make those salaries," he
said.
In the minor leagues,
Brockman said, baseball
players earn only $15,000 to
$40,000 a year, depending on
the ranks and the market the
team plays in.
"At the minor league level, it
is more entertainment than
business," he said.
Strickland said he does not
discourage the athletes who
have the talent to go on to the
professional ranks, but they
should not discount their college experience.
"A couple of years in college
can make a difference," he said.
Clark said if given the chance
to attend football camp with a
professional team, he would
take it, but he said students
should not pass up the chance
to finish their education.
"Evidently you have done
something in the classroom to
stay in so long," he said.

MIKE
PADUANO
Reporter

J

MSU may emerge
as OVC champs
despite bad start
The gloom and doom surrounding the Racer basketball program has been lifted, and,
believe it or not, MSU is on
track to win a record flfth
straight conference title.
The defending Ohio Valley
Conference champions were 3-9
in the midst of a six-game losing streak early in January,
but now the Racers have won
five of their last six and are a
full game ahead of second-place
Middle Tennessee.
Head coach Scott Edgar's
plan of playing strong opponents to prepare for conference play appears to be paying off. At one point USA Today
listed the Racers with the nation's sixth most difficult
schedule.
The biggest factor in the
Racers' emergence as top dog in
the OVC is the play of junior
Frank Allen, a point guard, I
mean shooting guard, oh *at's
right, forward. Well, what I
really mean is he is listed as a
forward, but is actually a
shooting guard who seems to
take over the point at crunch
time.
Before the season began,
Edgar said he wanted to move
Allen from the point to relieve
him of the burden of running
the team and to make lUm a
more productive scorer. The
change appears to be paying off.
Over the past two weeks,
Allen's play has been stellar.
He is performing as everyone
hoped he would when the
Racers signed the blue-chip prospect from Memphis, Tenn., in
1989.
In the Racers' last two games,
Allen scored 46 points and for
his efforts was named OVC
player of the week.

With a big 84-83 win over
Middle Tennessee State
University, Allen contributed
24 points, eight rebounds and
four assists and kept the team
in the game by scoring 11
straight points for the Racers.
With the Racers trailing'
71-70 at Eastern Dlinois Feb. 3,
he scored the team's last seven
points including a three-pointer
to give MSU a 77-73 win.
Allen said the change of position has really helped him this
year.
"My first two years I had to
really think about when to
shoot or pass," he said. "Coach
Edgar is just letting me play.
He has a great deal of confidence in us and that really
helps."
After sitting out the first five
games of the season, Allen took
a while to adjust to not playing
the point guard position all 40
minutes and getting used to
Edgar's up-tempo game.
Allen was the 1987-88 high
school player of the year in
Memphis as a shooting guard.
Many wondered how he would
do at that position in college.
I guess now we know.

OYC Honors Racers

New Coach Named

Two Racers earned recognition from
the Ohio Valley Conference this week.
The OVC named junior Frank Allen
Player of the Week and Junior Maurice
Cannon Co-Newcomer of the Week.
Allen, a guard from Memphis, Tenn.,
scored 66 total points in Murray's last
two games against Middle Tennessee
State and Eastern Illinois. He had 10
rebounds and eight assists.
In the two road wins, Cannon, also a
guard from Memphis, registered 34
points, nine rebounds, fiVe assists, and
one block. He shot 41 percent from the
floor and 88 percent from the line.

Racer Football coach Mike Mahoney
announced Tuesday the hiring of new
assistant coach Mike Cavanaugh. He
will fill one of three vacancies on the
coaching·staff.
Cavanaugh, 29, previously served as
defensive coordinator and linebacker
coach at Alma College in Michigan. He
is expected to become either the offensive line coach or running back coach
for the Racers.
The new coach is a native of Meriden,
Conn., and graduated from Southern
Connecticut State University. He is
married and has one son.

,.
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add pep to basketball, football games

By RAE ANNE KLOSS

mfijor from Frankfort; Missy Johnson, a senior
occupational safety and health mfijor from
Camden, Tenn.; Stacy Kern, a junior occupational safety and health major from Mt. Sterling;
Greg Hawkins, a senior computer engineering
technology mfijor from Shelbyville; Daymond
Hill, a senior occupational safety and health major from Waddy; Greg Marx, a sophomore
marketing and print management major from
Murray; Jeremy Nelson, a junior exercise science
mfijor from Paducah; Randy Privette, a junior
organizational communication major from
Henderson; and Denise Anderson, a freshman
undeclared mfijor from Elkton.

Reporter

Cheerleaders are often the only people who are
up, even if the team is down.
The Racer cheerleaders, who cheer for the
Racer basketball and football teams and the
Lady Racer cheerleaders, who cheer for the Lady
Racer basketball team, work hard for Murray
State University, said Mike Young, adviser and
six-year coach of the squad.
•'The cheerleaders work hard at what they do
to master their stunts," young said. 40lt takes a
special person to lead a crowd. They deserve a lot
of credit."
Not only do the cheerleading squads try to involve the crowd in supporting the basketball and
football players at games, they are also involved
in community activities.
Young said the cheerleaders support the 40 Just
Say No" program, YMCA, and Brownies by offering clinics for young cheerleaders. The squads
also perform and judge tryouts for high school
students.
Deanna Farris, a junior elementary education
major from Murray, is one of the captains of the
Murray State Racer squad. This is her third year
as a cheerleader.
,.1 was a cheerleader in high school, and I
always wanted to cheer in college. So, I tried out
for the team," Farris said.
She said she enjoys volunteering and working
with younger students in the community.
uwe teach them cheers and dances," Farris
said. ccwe do a lot of fun things with the
children."
Kelly Sweasy, a junior occupational safety and
health major from Frankfort, is also a third year
veteran and captain of the Racer squad.
I
"We do a lot of clinics and fundraising pro-

The Lady Racer squad includes: Pamela Gravely, a sophomore physical education major from
Frankfort; Mindy Messa, a freshman psychology
major from Kevil; Christy Clayton, a freshman
physics major from Almo; Daryl Porter, a junior
occupational safety and health major from
Henderson; Mark Adams, a junior commercial
a.rtgraphic design major from Dawson Springs;
David McLean, a senior occupational safety and
health m~or from Madisonville; Brent Carter, a
junior organizational communication mfijor from
Paducah; Mike Hulon a junior interior design
major from Huntington, Tenn.; Chrystal Downs,
Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN
a freshman occupational safety and health m~or
When the going gets tough, the Murray State cheerleaders get yelling. The 26-member squad from Paducah; Beth Lich, a sophomore interior
design mfijor from Anchorage; Amber Perry, a
made up of men and women are Involved In both collegiate and area activities.
junior environmental engineering m~or from
Bethal, Ohio; Meena Shams, a freshman
jects," Sweasy said. ·•we also teach, judge
The squads practice three times a week. They undeclared major from Bardstown; Dwayne Hertryouts, and perform for high school students."
practice cheers and game material, pyramid ron, a junior industrial education technology ma·
Because the squad members work together in building, gymnastics and ways to get the crowd jor from Dixon; and Joe Bell, a sophomore biology
community projects, practices and ballgames, involved.
mfijor from Frankfort.
Other members of the Racer squad include:
they have become very close.
"We have so much fun together," Farris said. Tonya Davis, a junior dietetics major from Mur- Editor' a Note: This Is part one of a three part series on team
"We work together and take care of each other." ray; Lisa Yancey, a junior elementary education spirit behind the Racert1.

t
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Mistakes cause
Lady Racer loss
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

E·

-.
r

A career-high 28 points by
Julie Pinson was not enough
for the Lady Racers as they
fell at Middle Tennessee State
University 88-80 Saturday.
The Lady Racers led by as
much as six points in the frrst
half before Middle was able to
make a run and come back at
the half tied at 36 all.
"It wasn't what Middle did
to us, it was what we did to
ourselves," said Kelly
Breazeale, Lady Racer head
coach. ·~e mistakes we made
as a team were what caused us
to self-destruct.
"When you put them on the
free-throw line as much as we
did, they're going to take advantage of it,'' she said.
MTSU built their lead to
61-50 with twelve minutes to
play before the Racers attempted to make a comeback and
came within two on a free
throw by Rechelle Cadwell.
The Lady Raiders scored the
next nine points to take an insurmountable lead 86-75 with
two minutes remaining.

"Our record is 10-10 and 4-4.
We're as close to 500 as you
can get, but we're still not
where I'd like to be,"
Breazeale said.
"A road victory for us right
now would be really good. It's
always hard for any team to
win on the road in the OVC,
and it would really boost us.
We've beaten Morehead at
home, so I have a good feeling
going into that game. The
Eastern Kentucky game will
be a challenge," she said.
"I'm very optimistic about
the next couple of games. We
haven't lost any ground in the
OVC race, and hopefully we'll
be able to learn from our
losses," she said. "This week
in practice we've really been
working on internal leadership from our captains. We
need to have people on the
floor ready to pull it together
when things start going bad."
The Lady Racers travel to
Morehead Saturday, Eastern
Kentucky Monday, then
Southern illinois Wednesday.
The Racers will be at home
Feb. 15 and 17 against Tennessee State and Tennessee
Tech.

The Brothers · of
Kappa Alpha
would like to thank our

Southern Belles
for an their help with another aucceasful

Rush!

Winter Olympics holds firsts for many countries
By HEATHEA KEITH
Assistant Sports Editor

The thrill of victory. . . the
agony of defeat. That four-yearold phrase will be on the lips of
many in the next few weeks as
the 26th Winter Olympic
Games are held in Albertville,
France.
The Games, which will be
Feb. 8-23, are actually spread
out over 650 square miles of the
Savoy region in the French
Alps. The French expect at
least a million spectators at the
1992 Games.
For those not able to afford
the $305 ticket price to be a

part of the opening ceremonies, patriotic when the Olympics
CBS has paid $243 million for roll around," she said.
the broadcasting rights to the
Nancy Reagan, a freshman
1992 games. The network will business major from Paris,
provide 116 hours of coverage, Tenn., said she won't be able to
but viewers with cable can also watch her favorite event, figure
catch the Turner Network's 45
skating.
hours of weekday coverage.
••rd like to, but I'll be workMost MSU students plan to
watch at least some of the ing most of the time," she said. ·
Fifteen hundred amateur
Games.
athletes
from 60 countries will
Kara Beth Boyer, a freshman
pre-med major from meet in France to co~pete in 55
Hopkinsville, said she is look· events.
ing forward to the games and
The 1992 Winter Games will
watching the American be an Olympic fll'St. Germany,
athletes compete.
newly reunited, should bring a
,.A lot of people are more combined team capable of tak-

ing home a number of medals.
Also, the former Soviet Union
will be sending a jJOm~what
chaotic array of teams. Certain
republics have opted to send a
team under their own flag,
while others will be sending
combined teams.
CBS coverage of the opening
ceremonies will begin at 7 p.m.
Saturday night. After 17 days
of competition, the closing
ceremonies will air at 7 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 23.
Approximately two billion
people are expected to view the
games worldwide.

Fitness, fun not only for warm weather
By ROBIN CARTER
Reporter

If you've been wanting to
start exercising, but think you
have to wait until it gets warm
(and stays warm) outside, it's
time to change your thinking.
Alternatives exist to exercis·
ing outdoors.
.
"We provide the facilities to
make it easier for people to stay
in shape during cold winter
' months," said Pat Wilson,
manager of Premiere Health
and Fitness Club.
..Any kind of aerobic exercise
is good," said Kathy Evitts, a
staff member at Flex-It.

Gloria Palermo, manager of
Gloria's Fitness Salon, said
there are many aerobics classes
in Murray that help keep you in
shape.
"Just do exercises you can do
at home on your floor," she
said.
Lifting weights is also a good
form of exercise, although
Wilson said, "I don't advise
anyone to start any weight Jif.
ting without personal training
because they risk iiijury to
muscles."
Murray State University also
has facilities for a variety of in-

J & J & Co.

753-2511
!du rray

444 6226
Paducah

• Ethnic Hair Care and llaircut8 by the staff of J une's
House ofStyle form Paducah are now avai1ablet
• Taking appointments tbr Tue8days after 11:30 a.m.
(First Come -First Serve)
• Student and Senior Citizen DiJDJunt&AvailabJe

''We're looking forward to lle1Ving our old a
weU tu new clientelle"
Central Center (MWTBy)

door activities, including racquetball, lifting weights and
aerobics.
Whatever you do to stay in
shape, safety is important.
"The type of shoes you wear is
important to help support your
back, legs and ankles," Evitts
said. "Wear high-ankle shoes to
prevent ankle damage."
Mike Ray, owner of Body
Elite, said you can also buy
shoes specific to the type of exercise you plan to do.
"Lots of shoes now are sports
specific. A good running shoe is
important if you plan to do lots
of running," said Ray, adding

j

that cross trainers are good
shoes for a variety of activities.
Ray said keeping body heat in
is important in cold weather.
Wear several layers of clothing,
even if you think you might get
hot.
"Lots and lots of stretching is
necessary in cold weather
because the cold increases the
chance of muscle injury. It
makes muscles stiff," he, said.
"It's like taking a rubber band
out of the freezer and stretching
it."
Without proper stretching the
risk of injury to tendons and
ligaments is high, Ray said.

•WARD'S LEATHER &JEWELRY•

•
I

BEL A IR SHOPPING CENTER

-

-
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~GSaVER
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S. 12th ST.

"BLACK HilJ.S GOlD"

~

;
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GOlD PINK ICE RINGS $14 .9S

~

~epUp

%e (jood Wort
o/.I.Ps!

We Love 'You!
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~

TlieSisters of
.91lplia Omicron Pi

a balloon

Plush Animals
Sllk Flowers
Mugs with Candy, Balloons, or Flowers
&1ROU.S

'1tow£'t~

'Io't clflf <Daaculon~

- - BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

753-0932

Custom Designed and Ready to Wear
Dresses for Weddings •
Proms • Pageants
Specialty Fabrics a Accessories . :
Tuxedo Rental • Flowers • Catering •
Wedding lnvltaflons, Etc...

Free Consultation
9lours !Motul4y - Saturtfay 9 JI..!M. • 5 !P.!M. qr '.By Jilr1l,tnn.tment

102 9tl MarK/-t St.
Paris, P.J(38242

(901} 644-2220
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SCOREBOARD
Racers vs. Middle TM!flfNIHHI stalfJ
Unlver~fty In MurfrHsboro, Tenn.,
Feb. 1.

Murray State
Middle Tennessee

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

LADY RACERS

BASKETBALL

Women's
Basutball
Standings

84
83

Murray State
Adams 2-2, (H), 4; Allen 1G-21, (H),
24; cannon 6-12, 8-10, 22; Gumm 2-4,
(H), 4; Jones 8-12, 0·1, 18; SMIII (H),
Walden 1-1, 1-2. 4; Wleon 4-7, 2·
e, 10. Totals 33·59 (.559), 11·19
(.579), 84.
Middle Tenneaeee
Taylor 3-i, 2·2, 1o; Vanoe 9-9, 4-4,
22; Kldd 5-8, 0-3, 10, Hooter 1-2, 1-2, 3;
Hanmonde 6-15,2-2, 18; Davie 3-4, o-2,
(H),
8; Corder 3-6, 4-4, 10; Johnson
8, Buck (H), 0-0, o. Totals 33-59 (.559),
13-19 (.684), 83.

o-o. o;

(Women)
Tennessee Tech
Mid. Temessee
East. Kentucky
S.E. Missouri
Murray State
Tennessee State
Morehead State
Austin Peay

Players honored at banquet
Racer football coach Mike Mahoney handed out a number
of awards at the annual football banquet held in the Curris
Center Ballroom last Saturday night.

~

ALL

·6-1
6-2
6--2

(12-7)

4-4

(13.e)

4-4
2-5

(10-10)
{6-14)

2·6

(7-11)
(3-16)

1-7

(13-6)

u,

Halftime- Murray State 47, MTSU 39.
Three point goals - Murray State 715 (.467) (Allen 4-10); MTSU 4-5 (.800)
(Taylor 2-2, Harrmonda 2-3).
Rebound•· Murray State 31, (Jonea
9); MTSU33(Vanoe11).
Aaal•t•- Murray State 12 (Aien 4);
MTSU 13 (Hiner 3).
Fouled out- none.
Total foula- Murray State 20, MTSU
19.
Racer~

vs. Eastern
Charleston, HI., Feb. 3.

Murray State
Eastern llllnole

Illinois

In

77

Murray State
Adams 1-3,
2; Allen 7-13, 6-10,
22; Cannon 3-10, 8-6, 12; Gumm 3-7, 5·
7, 12; Jones 8-20,6-9, 22; SMIIa 1-4,22, 4; Walden
<H>. o; Wlltont-1, 1-4,
3. Totals 224-58 (.414), 26-38 (.684),
77.
Eaetern Illinois
Rowe 4-15, 7·9, 15; Martin o-2, ()..(), 0;
Johnson 9-16, 1-1, 19; L.andrus0-1,1·2,
1; Jordan 2-3, 0-1, 4; Olson 7·14, 5-8.
26; West 3-7,0-0, 6; Kelley 1-1, o-o, 2;
Lelb 0-2, 0-0, 0. Totala 26-61 (.426),
14-21 (.667), 73.

o-o,

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

STILL THE ONE

Head basketball coach Scott Edgar points the way to
number one as the Murray State Racers have once again
regained the top spot In the OVC.

Murray State
Mid. Tennessee
East. Kentucky
Tennessee Tech

4-3
4-3

~

ALL
(9-11)

Austl:'l Peay

(11-7)
(11-11)
(9-11)

Morehead State
S. E. Missouri

L.lldy Racers vs. Middle Tennessee

State University In Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
Feb. 1.
Murray State
80

88

Middle Tennessee

Murray State
Cadwell3-9, 1-2, 7; Garner 3-4, 0-0, 6;
Mote 1-6, 0-0, 3; Parker 7-14, 1-2, 19;
Pinson 9-13,9-12, 28; Mechelle Shelton
o-1 , 0-0, o; Mellaaa Shelton 1-1, 0-0, 3;
Snell 2-2. 0.0, <4; Waldon 5-9, 0·1, 10.
Totals 31-59 (.525), 11-17 (.647), 80.
Middle Tennessee
Robinson 11-22, 12·15, 34; Cox 3-9,
8-8, 12; Bonner 6-14.5-10, 17; Wright 14, 0.0, 2; Tucker 3-9,3-6, 10; Brown 0-9,
4-4, 4; Moniton 2-3, 0-1. <4; Wlllama 2-4,
o. Totals 280-0, 5; Hopwood (H),
7<4 (.378), 30-44 (.882), 88.

MILLER

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Women's Basketball. Lady Racers at Morehead State, 5:15, Satur·
day, Feb. 8.
• Men's Basketball. Racers at Morehead State, 6:30, Saturday, Feb.

8.

o-o.

• Women's Ba•ketball. Lady Racers at Eastern Kentucky, 5:15,
Monday, Feb. 10.
• Men's Basketball. Racers at Eastern Kentucky, 6:30, Monday, Feb.

HalftiiM • Murray State 36, MTSU 36.
ThrH-polnt goala - Murray State 710 (.700) (Parker 4-5); MTSU 2-12 (.167)
(Tucker 1-3. Wiliams 1·1).
Rebounds - Murray State 40 (Gamer
13); MTSU 48 (Bonner 12).
Aaalats - Murray State 13 (Mote 5);
MTSU 19 {Cox&).
fouled out • Murray State (Shelton,
Waldon).
Total Foula • Murray State 30, MTSU
14.

10.
• Indoor Track. MSU at Madison Square Garden Milrose Games,
New York City, Friday, Feb. 7.
• Indoor Track. MSU at University of Indiana Invitational, Bloomington, Ind., Friay, Feb. 7.

MSU EIDIIbiUi
35-LB. WEIGHT THROW
Brian Church
36.0 112
Nelson Wllfiamaon
33-0112
Greg Oeaves
20.0 112

TRACK

28.

&

3-4
3-5
3-5

(8-12)

Tennessee State 2-5

(4-16)

(9-10)
(9-12)

Thre•polnt goal• - Murray State 3·7
(.429) (Allen 2-3); Eaa1em Ill. 7-18 (.438)
(Olson 7-13).
Rebounds - Murray State 44 (Jones
15); Eaatem Ill. 36 (Johnton 8).
A. .l•ta - Murray Staa 12 (Cannon 4,
Alen 4); Eaaem II. 14 (Maran 6).
Fouled out • Eulllm 11. (Olson).
Total Foul• Murray State 22, Eaatem
Ill. 24.

Brian Church
Greg Oea.ves
Nelton Wlllamson
LONG JUMP
Adrian Scott
Chris Barber
TRIPLE JUMP
A'*1an Soott
CtvfsBarber
Eustaoe Isidore

Results of the Southern Illinois
Unlvermty At Carbondale QuadrangulaJ
' Tfllck and Reid MeiJt held st SIU-C's
Student RfJCt'Nilon Center, C81bondale,

Illinois, Saturday, Feb. 1.
Team

Scores

Southern Illinois
Murray State

Memphis State
Southern Miss.

5th

6th
71h

SHOT PUT

Halftime - Murray State 26, Eaatem IH.

Men's
Basketball
Standlnas
~
6-2
5-3

LEWIS

o-o.

73

Tremain Lewis, an MSU quarterback,
was named 1991 team MVP. Sophomore
David Cox was awarded Offensive MVP.
with senior Robert Sillimon taking home
the defensive MVP award. Coach Mahoney
named running back Waynee McGowan
Rookie of the Year and Chad Mott special
teams MVP.
Freshman Martin Diehl was commended
for leading the team in tackling points.
Senior captains Rick Miller, Craig Hobson,
Pete Roston, and Robert Sillimon were
recognized for team leadership. Miller also
received the Morgan Sisk and Althletic
Director's Character awards. Hobson got
the "Don't Quit'' award.
Steve Broughton, a senior center with a
3.06 GPA, earned the team's academic
award.

(15-6)

95
43 2/3
31
81/2

3rd

600 METER RUN

4th

Trewr H8frilton
Euataoe Isidore
Mld<ey Skaggs
Lyndon Hepburn
800 METER RUN
Ste¥on Roberts
c.t DIIAwd
Nel Klernll1

48-10 112
47-10 112
45-2 1/4

6th

22-8
21-4 112

2nd
6th

45-8
45-5
44-3

2nd
3rd
4th

55 METER DASH
Seibert Straughn

8.41

200 METER DASH
:22.15
Seibert Straughn
400 METER RUN
Terry Harewood
:48.65
:51.37
Steve Wolcott
Glen Wolcott
:51.9-4

1st

1st
1st

5th
71h

1:20.49
1:22.31
1:24.02
1:24.06

1st
4th
5th
6th

1:54.90
1:55.12
1:59.02

2nd

8-6
6-6

4th
4th

3rd
6th

HIGH JUMP
Ctwlla.ber
[)aye Stone

<If

The numbers behind the action

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

loeman, Happy Anniversary!
It's been a great year and I'm
looklngfoiWan:f to the nextone.
I'd do It all over again. Love
you. Bean.

$40,000/yrl READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple
"like/don't like" fonn. EASYI
Fun, relaxing at home, beach,

Happy 19th Birthday EddieI
' You're the bestl II love youl
Forvver yours Rachel.
• Heidi Heiss, Congrata on a
great perfonnanoe In Campus
Ughtsl Love Alpha Sigma
Alpha
To the brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, thanks for a great
• mixerl The sisters of Alpha
Sigma Alpha.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE
CURRIS CENTERII

'~
•..

JG, What can I aay but these
three words...l Love You I AS

•

semester! Butlwillneverbeto

~

Pldge- We are so busy this

J

busy to show you how much I
love you- BryanT.

I

'

vacations.

Guaranteed pay-

check. 24 Hour recording 801·
379-2925
Copyright
IKY13KEB.
SPRING BREAK '92. EARN
FREE TRIPS ANP CASH!!
Campus Reps wanted to promote the 11 spring break
destination,
DAYTONA
BEACH. Best organized, best
prioe on c:aftl>US. Call 1-800563-8747.
Summer Staff General counselors. Waterfront Will train.
The best Job this summerl
YMCA Camp Carson. RR2,
P11nceton<IN47670 812·3853597.
CAMP CHEROKEE RIDGE
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIESIII CALL
314-334·7741 ASK FOR
DENISE STEWARTIII

HELP WANTED
GIRL SCOUT CAMP STAFF·

Spr1ng Break to Florida

Health eupervlsor, unit counoe-

Beaches. Energetlcpromoter
needed. Earn free trips and
cash. Cell CMI at 1-800-42352&4.

loos and leaden~, waterfront,

rappe!Ung, horsebad<. nature,
arts and crafts, canoeing and
oooka needed for the aummer
at Camp Sycamore Hilla. Con-

tact Charlotte Palmer, Cumberland Valley . G>S>C>, Box
40466, Nashville, TN 37204 or
616-383-0490.
WATERFRONTSTAFF·~•

guard Training required.
W>S>I> desired for eummer
position at Glri Scout Camp
Sycamore Hilla. Contact Char·
lotte Palmer, Cumbef1and Valley G>S>C>, Box40488, Nashville, TN 372.04 or 615-383·

0490.
EQUESTRIAN COUNSELORS

I>

t
~..

,'J

~
F
)
~

TheMurray

ALASKA SUMMER EM·
PLOYMENT -fllhec1es. Earn
$5,000+/month. Free trans·
portallonl Room & Boardl
Over 8.000 openings. No
experience neoesury. Male
or Female. FOC' employment

program cal Student Ef1100yrnent SeMces at 1·206-5464156 ext. 364.

P

A

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Travel Sales Repreaentallve
STS, the leader In collegiate
travel needs mollvaledlndvldu·
ala and groups to pn>mOie
Wlnter/Spt1ng Break tr1ps. For
more lntonMtion call Student
Travel SeMces, Ithaca, NV at

CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED 89
MERCEDES ••. $200, 86 VW
. .• $50, 87 MERCEDES ..•
$100,65 MUSTANG ••• $50.
Choose from thousands startIng $25. FREE 24 Hour Re·

1-800-648-4&49.

379-2929
IKY13KJC

HELP WANTED Male Models
Needed for Print and Runway
Wod(. Send Photo and Phone
Ito: STARBOUND PHOTOGRAPHY P.O. BOX 54 DLI<E·
DOM, TN. 382.26

PkuletarklmAsslatant. Golden

S

T

PUNDR.AISING
PROGRAM

.................

,._
c:W& &a..,., •um • ..

Pond Planetar1um, Land Between the Lakes. Part-tme
poeltlon. Working knowledge
of astronomy required. For
Information call: (502) 924-

5897.

- Expel1ence required for tummer position at Glri Scout Camp
Sycamore HIUs. Contact Char-

. . . . . . . --.a•lcm

opportunities. Camp

lotte Palmer, Cumberland ValleyG>S>C>, Box40488, Nashville, TN37204or615-383-o490

mosJIB:IL6S.

WA'IOI)Iabc:lllat 1-D

Cherokett Rldege G.S.C.
Mluouri. Contact Oenlee
St8wart. 314-334-7741
CALL TODAYII

f.

~
I>

HELP WANTED

.._,.-twa na

Summeremployment

RATES

S t a t e NewsWithMSUID:

1~:'-:ty:::::MSU•D:~perword

With MSU ID: 1~ per word
Without MSU 10: 15f per woro
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m..
Friday 8:30·10:15 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p .m . Closed on weekends and
holidays.

Classlfleds Department,

The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

INDEX
PERSONAI..8
AOOWotATE$
BUSINESS
8ERV1CES

FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HaP WANTED

LOST&FQUND
RIDES
MISC..
NOnCE

,I•
'''•

MISC.
MSU Public Safety·- Free
escort servloe. Anytime of
the day or night.

Call 762-2222

I
I
l

I
I
I
I

Have a question about MSU?
Drop It In hte SGA/The
Murray State News mailbox In
the Cunts Cent&rl

cording Reveals Details 801Copyright

NOTICE
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA BEACHES. FUN IN THE
SUN, .URm. prtces. Daytona
~149, Panama City $139.
Kitch, Wtrfrt& Trans Available.

BUSINESS
SERVICES
College Nnlor available for
babyalttlng-experlenced.

Cell762·2172after9p.m. ask
for Jay

c2sENDTHAT
SPECIAL PERSON
IN YOUR LIFE A
CLASSIFIED FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY!!!
Valentine's Special! You can
place a 1 0 word classified in the
personal section for only $1 .

MISC.
RAPE VICT1M SERVICES
24-HOUR CRISIS LINE
753-5777 MURRAY
442·RAPE PADUCAH
All serviceS are free and
conlldentlal.
GOOD LUCK TO THE
RACERS ON THEIR QUEST
FOR ANOTHER OVC TITLEI
Beat Eastern and Morehead
this weekend.
GO RACERS IIIII
GO RACERS IIIII

~

Drop off at Room 111 Wilson Hall

:Hoi/J~ng
!RJ.staurant

I
I

MISC.

~·
-· ·

Open 7tfawawu(
-Su.ntlay • 7"ritfay 1( a.m. ·9:30p.m.
Saturtfay 4:30 p.m. · 9:30 p.m.
Lunc6ton Special
Surufau 'lJf!Uee
Morufay - 7"ri4ay
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
11 a.m. · 2 p.m.
$5.75 p(us ta.l.
I J .1 oplus tD.l.

I
I

I'
I
I

I
I

I
•
I•

$7- $5 for active memoers
Drier 6y calling 37371"eo. 10- 3
6etween 12 p.m. atul 4 p.m.
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I
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Regents to review state budget
The Board also plans to endorse the tuition rates set by
After Gov. Brereton Jones an- the Council on Higher
nounced his 1992-94 biennium Education.
A resolution will also be probudget and its effects on higher
education Thursday, this posed to raze three buildings
weekend's Board of Regents located at 1605 Hamilton, 1607
. meeting will focus mainly on Hamilton and 213 N. 13th
Street and remove the asbestos
budget issues.
The meeting is planned to from them in order to raze
provide an overview of Murray them. President Ronald J.
State University's current Kurth said use for the sites has
budget situation to plan for the not been determined at this
time.
future.
The Finance and Audit ComThe Athletic Committee will
provide an overview of its mittee is also expected to propose the issue of bonds for the
budget.
Fee increases for housing, renovation of the old Fine Arts
dining, Carris Center services Building and the replacing of
and parking will be recom- steam lines throughout the
mended to curb costs in these campus.
The Buildings and Grounds
areas.
By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Editor In Chief

SIN BAD

Committee will recommend the graduating seniors, students
re-naming of the Applied doing their student teaching,
Science Building in honor of students accepting internships
Hugh Oakley, the founder of and students not returing to the
the College of Industry and University. Other releases will
require the approval of the
Technology.
Issues specifically concerning housing director, and the stustudents include the proposed dent could be assessed up to 25
conversion of part of White Hall percent of the cost.
into a co-ed residence hall of Other items on the agenda
private rooms for up- include:
perclassmen as capacity allows. • Update on property
Kurth said this proposal is an acquisitions.
effort to stabilize housing • Discussion of 1992-93 major
maintenance and captial
occupancy.
Another effort wil l be projects.
through the proposal to make • Revision of the MSU travel
the residence hall contract a policy.
one-year contract rather than a · • lnfonnation on long distance
single-semester contract.
telephone service for students.
The proposal is expected to in- • Information on the Friends of
clude a release clause for Oakhurst Constitution.

MAPP

Foxx and Richard Pryor.
Sinbad, who recently improved his physical fitness by work- Continued from Page 1
ing with a personal trainer, has
been known for his away-from- have been electronically stored
the-norm image. He used to in the MAPP system. Those
work in gold-dyed hair and students whose grades are in
feather earrings. He has since the MAPP system will evengone through red, orange and tually be able to receive
brown hair. He recently ap- transcripts through the system.
peared on the NAACP Image
At first, the registrar's office
Awards Show presenting an will generate batch printouts of
award and sporting blond hair. the system to be used by adSinbad's family has also got- visers. When the system is comten in on the act. In interviews
he has often mentioned his
brother Mark, one of his
managers. His sister, Donna, is
his publicist.
How did Murray State book Continued from Page 1
Sinbad? Dwayne Hamm,
University Center Board
"If it's a rental house and it's
member in charge of concerts, rented to people other than
said it was the minority pro- family members, then you
gramming specialist's idea.
would have to be approved for a
H~ said funding for Sin- conditional use permit," said
bad was possible through the Linda Macha, technical assisbudget he is allocated. He said tant to the city planner and
he is not sure if there will be a assistant zoning official
large crowd for the concert.
Macha said there have been
"We really haven't sold too numerous complaints from promany t ickets," he said. "We've perty owners in the zones in
only sold 500 out of 5,000."
question because of parking.

Continued from Page 1

refueler, stationed in Wichita,
Kan.
But Atkins is said to have
found his niche in the Air Force
when he won a talent contest.
Drawn by his calling, Atkins
attempted to get himself
discharged by walking off duty
in his underwear.
In 1983 Atkins began traveling the comedy club circuit
after completing his obligation
to the service.
Not too long after that Atkins
got his first big break when he
was discovered by a Star Search
representative while working
Denver's Comedy Club. He won
Star Search seven times.
The show even helped Sinbad
and gave him advice for his
first U.S. Tour in 1986.
His high energy, familyoriented shows are a change of
pace from some of the more risque acts of the current, young,
up and coming comics. He admits being influenced by Bill
Cosby, Robin Williams, Redd

ZONING

. BODYBUILDING SUftPUES 'AT ·~ACTORY DISCOUNT Pf'IC£$'••.

·• Alitt; Ptm:sntiille Body-Fat Testing~vailab/1 ,
,, ., CAlL 763~ tf 10 • - tiiVI am

'"

Fine 14Kt Gold Jewelry
at Factory Direct Prices
18" Gold Rope NeckJare

Retail

Factc.y
Direct

$450

$280

VALENTINES SPECIAL· Gold Puff Heart Charm
&'4inch
$15
1 inch
$32
11/4 inch
$42
Call 753-9753, if no answer leave message

pletely installed, each department will have a terminal that
accesses the main system.
Along with students' grades,
the MAPP system will help officials with NCAA reports,
writing planning documents
and checking teacher
certifications.
It will be another year before
the system is fully operational
on campus. Until then, the current method ofregistration will
continue.

She said people residing in
these areas who are not family
members are breaking the law,
but "once they are in there,
there is nothing we can do."
"The Planning Commission
has asked the Council to
change the ordinance so that
you have to come before .the
BZA and actally go through the
process," said Bill Whitaker,
chairman of the Board of Zoning Adjustment.
The ordinance will go before
the open meeting of the City
Council Feb. 13 and 27.

;~B-i•••~~~mttol&s··'.·
.:' $790

$735 ·.

~~:
.,.,.,. . •,. . .·.·•·•···•>g~!J:inY-'<.L '' .:,.\~:::· ~~~;;, .·. ·
......·..· ••· '·_. $885

12'iJI'l4~~1$$·

$325

Graphic by BRYANT. ADAMS

FEES
Continued from Page 1

and we don't want to do that for
our employees since this is
their livlihood."
Housing prices will also be increased by 12 percent for the
fall semester if the proposal is
approved by the Board of
Regents this weekend.
Baurer said housing is hoping
for 85 percent occupancy next
fall, but the current rate is 78
percent.
The University is also proposing to make White Hall an upperclass, co-e d private
residence hall, he said.
"To balance our budget and
keep residence halls open we're
going to ask for a 12 percent increase," Baurer said.
Baurer said the University

does not like asking for fee increases, but the budget must be
balanced.
The fee increases are a result
of auxiliary services that must
generate revenue to cover fixed
costs and discretionary costs
the University cannot control.
According to the proposal instituitional support would
receive a 7.4 percent increase
from $25,000 currently to
$362,123.
In addition the facilities such
as the Curris Center, food services and residence halls must
pay the University almost $2
million for utilities and
telecommunication costs.
These facilities will also lose
a projected $85,000 to low in,
terest rates during the
recession.

JOIN T HE
GREAT
TREE SOME
SYSTEME

..CBIOLAGE~
OUR

NATIONAL PARKS
YOU
H elp Preserve Our National Parks
Visit our salon toda y and purchase a Systemc Biolage
retail product and :\latrix will donate a portion of the
sale to the National Parks and Conservation Association to plant trees.
In recognition of your support, you'D rece1ve a limited
edition, commemorative posterns a FREE gift.
Systeme Biolage hair C<dre. For beautiful hair, naturall y.

Congratu{ations
KRISTIN!

REBD[INES
112 Dixieland Center

753.088:?

WRiablx
eSSENTIALS

Education Director Karyn Hubbs

You did a great job in Campus Lights!
We are so proud of you I

Love,
your sisters in

Yl.{plia (jamma 'De{ta
• 'i'"-(.f

Clinical
~J
Psychologists
Discover a challenging future
......With oppo;tuiDties to advance. Serve .
your country while you serve your career With:

Spring 1992

.....

,, On the Q)urt Square''

~~
•
•
•
•

great pay and benefit s
normal working h ours
complete medical and dental care
30 days vacation with pay per year

Find out h ow to qualify as an Air Force
professional. Call
USAF HEAL1H PROFESSIONS
TOIL FREE
1-800423-USAF

;3L):>

I

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4
8:00 PM
$19.50 Reserved
Tickets

Available

At:

Disc Jockey Records-Paducah

On Sale Tomorrow!
WHEELCHAIR SALES: Monday Feb. 10, 1992 at II a.m.
S.I.U. Arena Special Events Ticket Olflce.

~
SIU Arena
618·453·53-41 •

Saturday, Feb.. 8, 11192, Stanlng al 10 a.m. Charge by Phone

/

lACE & IVY LTD•
Rmurlng
Angelic Cn:mfons

FebuaryB
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Antique Uthographlc Jewelry

LACf; &-. IVY LTD
114 South 5th Street
Murray, KeHtucky
Ke/111 Ami<' 1\Jrcllm r
ProprJL'tr<'S'
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·Drinking

c~n

become nightmare
Friends can help
recovery process

.Help available
for ·alcoholics
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Some people drink to be
sociable, but for others, drinking becomes a nightmare.
Millions of people, including
college students, become problem drinkers each year. Murray State University has
facilities that can find help for
people who believe they have a
drinking problem.
Kim Barrett, a counselor at
the Counseling and Testing
Center, said there is usually a
lot of denial at first with any
chemical dependency.
·
· Barrett said a person ..4~
alcoholic when he s~arts to have
problems such as turning to
alcohol to alleviate depression,
getting DUls and embarrassing
a loved one.
She said anyone who believes
he is an alcoholic should get
help.
"It is an addiction, and you
cannot deal with it on your
own," she said.
Barrett said people who
believe they have an alcohol
problem can come to the
Counseling and Testing "Center
for help.
"If anyone has a problem, we

can direct him to somewhere
appropriate. We don't treat
alcoholism," she said.
"A lot of people come in for
other reasons, and then we
diseover they have an alcohol or
drug problem," Barrett said.
Because of shy social skills or
being away from parents, Barrett said students may choose
alcohol as a way to experiment.
Ruth Bookstaber-Smith, a
visiting assistant professor in
psychology, .s aid there are dif·
ferent types of alcoholics. The
first is the type who drinks
regularly every night.
"He ...ietpates a drink when
comes home at ni~t;" she
id.
The binge Clrinktr--.J!Yly drink
once every two nights-:- but once
he starts he cannot stop. There
are also alcoholics who drink
regularly and can stop, but
choose not to stop.
Bookstaber-Smith said the
classic alcoholic has been drink·
ing for a long period of time,
drinks regularly throughout
the day and experiences
withdrawal symptoms if he
does not drink.
Bookstaber-Smith said there
are also tests given to see if a

hl

By TERESA MAYS
Senior Staff Writer

person is an alcoholic. There is
a diapostie test, which ira
paper and pencil measure that
show psychological dependence,
and a physical test to show if
any damage has been done to
the body.
Bookstaber-Smith said one
cannot help an alcoholic unless
he wants to help himself.
"The most important thing to
a chemical-dependent person is
that drug/' she said.
She said there are four types
of care alcoholics can choose. Inpatient care involves the patient staying in a facility for 10
to 60 days. In out-patient
therapy, the patient goes to the

center as an out-patient while
maintaining his outsii:le life.
Group support: involves going to
meetings for support with other
people who have similar problems. Psychotherapy involves
speaking to a therapist.
Bookstaber-Smith said the
types of care work best when
· used in combinations. She said
the alcoholic can decide what
help would be best for him, but
he also needs help from a
professional.
"The alcoholic must be detoxed. It takes three to four days
and can be painful if not handled by a medical professional,"
she said.

Getting drunk with a friend
could be fun, but it can also be
overwhelming when the friend
turns into an alcoholic.
Many people have a friend or
relative who is an alcoholic and
are affected in their life by their
friend or relative drinking.
Psychological and counseling
centers on campus may be able
to help Murray State University students deal with an
alcoholic friend or parent.
Kim Barrett, counselor and
instructor of the Counseling
and Testing -.Center, said
alcoholism is an issue that
' needs to be dealt with on campus because some students get
V.Tapped up in drinking.
"Although we live in a dry
county, it is still readily
available to them," she said.
Barrett said since there are
no support groups for
alcoholics, she is able to see
students individually about
their alcohol probelm and also
give advice about how to cope
with an alcoholic friend or
parent.
Whether or not the friend of
an alcoholic should seek help,

Barrett .said, depends on how
much he feels that he haa been
affected by his friend's drinking
problem.
"It might be good to get some
advice from a counselor, but it's
not neccessary," she said.
As for how long the person
should get counseling, Barrett
said, it depends on the
individual.
"It could be a couple of sessions, or it could be several
years," she said. "It depends on
how long the student has been
involved with that person."
Barrett said for students to
help their alcoholic friend or
-parent +get ·counseling, they
have to realize that it is the
decision of the alcoholic.
The American College Health
Association said if students are
worried about someone's drinking, they should not be too
polite to bring it up.
"Most of all, remember that
you cannot take control of
anyone's life," the association
said. "At some point, your
responsibility ends.''
The association also said
students should not feel guilty
when .the time comes that they
cannot help their alcoholic
friend.

Kentucky stiffens laws for driving under influence.
By AMY HELM
~lstant

campus life Ed1tor

Having one for the road can lead to
."one to five in the penitentiary thanks
to Kentucky's new DUI laws.
- "The law is very effective because it
says anyone .with a blood alcohol level
of .10 or greater is considered to be
under the influence of alcohol," said
Sgt. Bobby Holmes, of the Murray
Police Department.
Under Kentucky's DUI laws, a per·
son who is convicted on a first offense
charge will be fined not less than $200
nor more than $500 and incarcerated
for not less than 48 hours nor more
than 30 days. The person may apply to
the judge for no less than two days nor
more than 30 days of community
service.
"A lot of DUI offenders choose to go
to driving school instead of spendir.g
time in jail. They watch films about
perilous driving and listen to guest
speakers," Holmes said.

On the second offense within a five
year period, the person will be fined
not less than $350 nor more than $500
and incarcerated for not less than 48
hours nor more than 30 days. No less
than 10 days nor more than six months of community service may be
served.
On the third offense within a five
year period, the offender will be fined
not Jess than $500 nor more than
$1,000 and incarcerated for not less
than 30 days nor more than one year.
No less than 10 days nor more than
one year of community service may be
·
served.
"Any DUI over three in a five year
period is considered a federal offense
and is punishable with one to five
years in the penitentiary," Holmes
said.
Anytime a motorist is stopped by a
policeman, the motorist is observed
for driving while under the influence
of drugs or alcohol.

You Have A Drinking Problem If: • • • • • • •
• You're out drinking with friends and try to down a few behind their backs.
• You feel uneasy if alcohol is not accessible.
• You frequently want to keep on drinking even after your friends say they
have had enough.
• You like to drink alone, away from family and friends.
• You are sometimes drunk for several days at a time.
• You sometimes have "the shakes" in the morning and find that a little
drink calms you down.
• You often feel depressed or anxious before, during or after periods of
heavy drinking.
Source: MADEMOISELLE

Graphic by BRYANT. ADAMS

"About 10 percent of the people who
are stopped are driving while intox·
icated. This happens more on the
night shift than during the day,"
Holmes said. "Calloway County is second in the region, after McCracken
County, for the number of DUI
arrests."
In Calloway County, 283 people
were convicted on DUI charges during
1990. In 1991, 327 convictions were
made.
"We had a 15 percent increase in the
number of convictions. In January, 37
convictions were made," Calloway
County Attorney David Harrington
said. "We are seeing more repeat
offenders."
Police officers perform various
sobriety tests to determine whether a
motorist is under the influence of
drugs or alcohol.
"We use the hand-held sobriety
tester, the walk-and-turn, the one leg
stand and the gaze nsystagimous

~-A_S_LI_C_E_O_F_LIF_E_
~

test," Holmes said. "The gaze test requires an officer to hold a pen in front
of the motorist's nose and watch his
eyes. If his eyes are jerky and can't
track smoothly, he ,is under the
influence."
The most common test is the
breathalyzerintoxalyzer test, which is
a computerized machine that
measures by volume the amount of
alcohol in a person's blood.
"If you refuse to take the test, you
can lose your license for six months,"
Holmes said. "There is the option of
taking another kind of test such as
saliva, blood or urine tests at your
own expense. From experience, people
usually want a blood test."
The new laws are harder for an of·
fender to get around because of the
specific wording that is used.
"The new law is more difficult to get
around compared to the old Jaw. As of
July 15, 1991, no one will operate a
vehicle when his blood alcohol level

__,

Condom Week

This year, Valentine's Day will mean more
than just boxes of candy or bouquets offlowers.
Feb. 14 will kick off National Condom Week at
Murray State University.
The week is not designed to encourage
sexual activity. Instead, it is a time for students
to become more aware of the consequences
and options of having sex, said Louise Anderson, health educator and registered nurse at
student health services.
Story on Page Sb

exceeds .10 percent," Harrington said.
"Whether you are an experienced
drinker or not, your alcohol level can't
exceed the limitation. It's like anyone
who drives a red car will be fined
$500. There are no excuses," he said.
Holmes said younger people receive
more alcohol violations because they
aren't old enough to attend bars.
"We usually run into college
students on their way back from a
bar,'' Holmes said. ''However, we
have very little problems with Murray
State students. Most of them conduct
themselves rather responsibly."
Harrington said he believes the laws
will be successful because more and
more people wiJJ be caught.
"The police agencies are really helping by getting them off the roads," he
said. "But I don't think the problem
will be stopped because people in
society are constantly bombarded
with alcohol, and many can't handle
it."

Meet Mickey
Imagine spending your Spring Break
lying on a beach in Florida with Mickey
Mouse.
Murray State University students will
have that opportunity thanks to the
Student Government Association and
the University Center Board. The trip
includes a four-day pass to Disney
World, accomodations at Days Inn, a
ticket to Pleasure Island, free shuttle
rides, a one day trip to Daytona Beach
and a charter bus ride to Orlando.
The total price for the trip is $300,
with a $50 deposit due by Monday in
the student activities office.
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Lovers search for perfect Valentine gifts
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

While Cupid's arrow will be
: piercing the hearts of many
new couples this Valentine'!$
Day, others will be nurturing
long-time wounds by trying to
beat the gift-giving blues.
Every year thousands of
women receive the standard
roses, candy or stuffed animals
for Valentine's Day, returning
the gesture 'with the standard
silk boxers, candy and balloons
for their men. However, many
other people give much thought
to the topic, trying to come up
with new and unusual gift
ideas.
Shelly Galiher, supervisor of
· the Hallma1·k in Murray, said
stuffed animals and Valentine's candy are always the biggest sellers this time of year.
The gifts range in cost from 95
cents for a small box of candy
and $4.95 for a small stuffed
animal to $15.95 for a large box
of candy and $50 for large stuffed animals.
"We've got everything from
candy, stationary, stuffed
animals, clothing, cards. You
name it, we've probably got it,"
Galiher said.
Tim Lawrence, a junior premed major from Louisville, said
he thinks roses are always ap-

propriate for Valentine's Day
gifts.
"It is kind of cliche to give
roses because everyone seems
to get them, but I also try to
pick up something small for my
girlfriend that is just between
us, something only ' we'd
understand."
Erin Friend, a sophomore
finance major from Murray,
said she agrees roses are
always appreciated on Valentine's Day.
"Flowers or even a single rose
are kind of cheap, but at the
same time they are still romantic," she said.
However, Becky Zinzer, a
senior English major from
Salem, ill., said any Va len·
tine's gift is appreciated.
"Anything would be good, even
the standard dozen roses."
A nice, romantic dinner is
also a popular Valentine's gift,
said Dan Carden, a junior
sociology major from Paducah.
"I think it would be nice to fix
or order an expensive dinner
with candles all over the place.
"But that's not all," he said.
"I always try to tailor gifts to
the person by giving them
something they can use that's
them, regardless of the
holiday."

----.

John Skaggs, a sophomore
radiotelevision major from
Louisville, said the perfect
Valentine's gift is something a
person really wants. "If my
girlfriend really wanted
something for Christmas, I
would wait and surprise her
with it for Valentine's Day."
Besides the usual balloons,
flowers, stuffed animals, candy
and heart-shaped frames,
Galiher said Hallmark caters to
the unusual gifts as well.
''For the more unusual Valentine's gifts we have mugs in the
shape of boxer shorts and panties with hearts or. kisses on
them, socks, baby bibs, night
shirts, heart magnets and
stickers, water domes, and
porcelain clown figures with 'I
love you' and 'Hug Me' on
them.
"For kids, we also have pens,
pencils, hairbows and lapel pins
for Valentine's Day," she said.

On the unusual side, Zinzer
once adopted a Christmas tradition to show her love on Valantine's Day.
"One time I did the first 14
Photo by CHERI STUART
days of February with a big gift
on the 14th. It was kind of like
the days of Christmas, but · Jeff Smeathers, a freshman business administration majo r from Owensboro, looks for that
Valentine's instead."
special gift for his valentine.
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Comic books enter new era

lAROUND CAMPUS
Videoconference scheduled

By JON FUTRELL

As part of the Videoconference series, Magazine
Photography featuring Moneta Sleet, Co Rentmeester and
Jane Evelyn Atwood, may be viewed Thursday, Feb. 13 from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Barkley Room of the Curris Center.
The viewing audience is North America and Europe and
viewers may call the guest speakers via telephone and ask
questions.

Staff Writer

When the Marvel Comics
book Alpha Flight #106 was
released earlier this month, it
showed how far comic books
have come in the past 10 years.
One of the heroes in Flight,
Northstar, admitted his
homosexuality in that issue.
Butch Hutson, owner of Comics Plus in Murray, said improved artwork and stories
such as that have changed
many conceptions of comic
books.
"People thought comic books,
even superhero books, were
'funny' books," Hutson said.
"The story lines were simple,
the hero always won and
politics and social issues were
never mentioned. Now the
dialogue is more sophisticated,
and books from both Marvel
and DC have focused on such
topics as world hunger.''
Johnny Walker, owner of
Walker's Comics and Cards in
Paducah, said Marvel and DC,
the big two in the comic
publishing world, are getting
some competition for a growing
audience.
"Everything has changed,"
Walker said. "Marvel is about
50 percent of my comics
business and DC is about 35
percent. But Dark Horse Comics, with its Aliens, Predator
and Star Wars series, is coming
up there. Also, about 10 percent
of my customers are women."
The printing of comic books
has changed as well. Until

Cable service offered
Dorm residents can receive pay-per-view cable from Murray Cablevision by opening an account with the cable company for $90. At the end of the semester, the balance of the
account will be returned.
By calling the cable phone number, students with a touch
tone phone can order movies, check on their account or talk
to a service representative. The price for each movie ordered
via telephone is $3.95.

Ad students honored
Photo !illustration by CHERI STUART

Improved artwork and atorlea that Include realistic plots have helped change the Image of comic
books.

recently, most comics were after the gimmicks or vice
printed on standard newsprint versa."
at the World Color Press in
Another factor that can affect
Sparta, lli. Now most comics comic book sales are film and
are on mondo paper and printed TV versions of popular heroes.
at Ronald's Press in Montreal. Hutson said good translations
"There was a time when a se- help sales and even lousy adapcond printing was worthless. tations do not hurt sales.
Now these gimmicks have
"If it's good, like Batman, it
made them rather valuable,'' generates business because of a
Hutson said. "It's all geared to curious new audience," Hutson
get your dollar. They may be said. "If it's bad, like The
using too many gimmicks, and Punisher, it doesn't hurt
customers might not have the business because the loyal fans
money to get the regular books keep buying the book."

Jason Reynolds, a sophomore
environmental engineering
technology major from Eddyville, Dl., said he has always
read books such as Spider Man,
Wolverine and X-Force but only
recently started collecting them
to save.
"The artwork's a little more
intricate, more detailed and
realistic. The stories have got·
ten to where they fit society and
how people think," Reynolds
said.

•A team of four senior advertising majors placed second in a
national problem solving competition sponsored by Speciality Advertising Association International and GTE Telephone
Operations.
Team members were Carmen Stearns of Buncombe, Ill.,
Mark McAnulty of Carmi, Dl., Jim Habacker and Natalie
Bond, both of Paducah.
The student assignment was to design a campaign to encourage customers with obselete telephone systems to convert to new equipment.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Lecture. 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, Feb. 11 , Curris Center Ballroom.
"Hot, Sexy and Safer," presented by Suzl Landolphl theatertelevlsion
personality and member of AIDS ACTION Committee.
• Dorm program. Feb. 10..14. Elizabeth Hall. Residents of the dorm
will make valentines for secret pals.
• Wedding program. Elizabeth Hall, Tuesday, Feb. 11 , 6:30 p.m.
Program will present steps needed In preparing a wedding.
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Charlie's Safe-T Discount

CT,9\£T£9(
Now open for bu siness
7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
- self service washers 75~

I

HAIR DESIGN
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1
Wash 3 loads and get

Introducing
IWeD Jl'eqiD
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Alterations

Karen.will b e do~ Free haircuts on
Mona&y, Feb. 10 anCi WedneSday, Feb. 12
from 8-4. First time customers only.
Call for an appolntment.

Laundry - service

3 ON 3 TOURNAMENT

2 for $,.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet

Feb. 8 & 9
MSU Carr Health building
North & South Gyms
Starts 9 A.M. Each Day

~-------------------------~

~6~ BUFFET SPECIAL·~

FINALS at MSU Racer Half-times

PRIZES

1

I
1

EACH DIVISION TEAM
1st Place Prizes: Reebok high-top tennis shoes
1 pair each team member.
2od Place Prizes: Hawaiian Tropic T..Sbirts from
Hf Marketing 1 each tl2m member.
,
3rd P~ Prizes: Large Pagliai's PiT.la Per Team

I

•Drl.nks not included - spedal good through

99 1
I

:

.1

W2Wl

~· BUFFETSPECIAL~~b~
1
2 all-you-can-eat
99 1
I
I
1
Dinner buffets
1

$6

I

•Drinks not included - spec1a1 good through

I

W2Wl

L-------------------------..1

Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.: S unday. noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet: Monday tbru Sunday, 5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Must pr esent coupon when ordering.

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99

r

** All 5th & 6th grade games will be scheduled around little league games.
Give game times for players In this category on application.

-··--···········-----------·····

...

Deadline for Pre-Registration Is Jan. 31 , 1992. Deadline for Late
Registration Is Feb. 5. For More Information Please Csll 759-YMCA.
Come Join The Fun On The MSU Buketball Courts.
Pick up forms for Tournament at MSU Intramural Offjce.

Large, 1 Topping Pizza

i1

$6.99

Jl

DELIVERY SPECIAL

Pre-Reg istration Fee: $30 Per Team
Late Registration Fee: $40 Per Team

Double Elimination Tournament

s5

L------------------------~-------------------------,

Every Participant receives a grab bag with a Reebok T..Shirt
& Coupons from area businesses

DIVISIONS
5th & 6th Grade Boys
7th & 8th Grade Boys
Greek College Men
Non-Greek College Men
Adult Men

2 all-you-can-eat
lunch buffets

~~ I·
Chestnut Street

Must present coupon

exp1res

2/2L91

~------··-·--···--·-··--···--753-6656
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MSU broadens horizons
By AMY HELM

the Malaysian way. It has
broadened my horizons," she
International student said.
Josephine Chan says life in
Although Chan bas never atMurray is very different, but tended a university in her counthe changes have helped her try, she said that students don't
gain new perspective.
choose their classes during the
"The first thing I noticed first few years of study.
when I came here was that
"The students are told what
there were no people on the
courses
to take, and they take
street," said Chan, whose
them for an entire year. It is not
hometown in Malaysia has a like here, where you can choose
population of 500,000. "It was
classes," she said.
really quiet."
Upon completion of her
Chan, a graduate student studegree,
Chan plans to return to
d ying business, did her
Malaysia
and get a job.
undergraduate work at Murray
"I would like to work in
State in three years, and then
she worked in New York City business management in an international corporation,'' she
for one year.
''If I have. time, I would
said.
"I worked for a year in an acces s ories company that like to learn Japanese because
manufactures and imports there are a lot of Japanese in·
costume jewelry. I worked on vestments in Malaysia. "
In addition to taking four
the importation side," she said.
"It was a good work experience graduate courses and working
for me because I had never as a graduate assistant in
worked in business."
business, Chan serves as presiChan said that she chose to dent of the International Stustudy at Murray State because dent Organization.
it was the first university to
"I served as president for a
send her an I-20, which is a semester prior to the completion of my undergraduate work
form needed for immigration.
"I came here and liked it a because the former president
lot. I think that attending a graduated, she said. "Then I
university i~ the United States became president again this
gives me a better perspective of fall and will serve until after
looking at things, not just from the spring semester."
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Lorna Hon, a student from
Bangladesh, is a member of the
International Student
Organization.
"I think Josephine has done a
really good job so far," she said.
"She listens to everybody else
and expects them to contribute
new ideas."
As ISO president, Chan
organizes events for the international students.
"We do a lot of things because
we have to keep the students oc·
cupied. A lot of the students are
here and they don't have
families with them and can't go
home on weekends," Chan said.
"During the first semester is
when many students go
through culture shock. Many
people think that culture shock
occurs when people go to a new
country and everything is dif·
ferent," she said.
The organization has about
130 members on campus, and
about 80 percent are active
members, Chan said.
Chan said her advice for other
international students is
simple.
"Just be open-minded about
everything," she said, "and en·
joy yourself while you are
here."
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Coneratulations!
Joy Dunavant
Shannon Bamhill
enntfer Haysley - Alternate

Brtdgette Burnett
AmyBugg

for being chosen "Summer 0" Counselors!
We are proud of You!
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Mental fitness influences
physical health, wellness

MSU celebrates Condom Week .
By AMY HELM
Assistant campus Ufe Editor

By A MY GREWE
Staff Writer

Getting your mind fit as
well as your body was the
topic of discussion at a
women's health issues lecture given to the recently
established Women's Center
Jan. 31.
Louise Anderson, health
educator,· said there is now
quite an emphasis nationwide on health issues.
"When issues hit the
pocketbook, they take on
more credibility, so I think
now for a lot of reasons this
whole idea of wellness has
become much more of a national topic of interest," she
said.
Anderson said wellness
goes beyond illness and pain.
"It has to do with the way
we feel and having plenty of
energy to be able to enjoy
your wellness," she said.
Much of how we feel
depends on our lifestyle, and
there are certain things we
can do to feel better.
"Eighty percent of
wellness has to do with areas
of choice. We don't haye a

choice about genetics, but we
do have a choice in other
aspects," she baid. "We are
the product of about 40,000
generations, but it's only
about the last three or four
generations that people have
had more choices as far as
our lifestyle is concerned."
"We are what we eat and
think, and our bodies slowly
become t he evidence of our
experience," she said.
Kim Barrett, counselor
and instructor for the
Counseling and Testing
Center and director of the
Women's Center, said the
center was formed this
semester and they will be
having a lecture every Friday on topics of interest to
women.
"We want to provide immediate assistance for people in crises such as single
parenting or rape," Barrett
said.
She said anyone who
wishes to attend the lect ures
may and she hopes once the
word gets out about the
center more people will show
up.

Valentine's Day is a time for
loved ones to show how much
they care. This year, Valentine's Day will kick off National Condom Week, Feb.
14-21.

"Since this is my first year as
health educator, I don't have
any specific plans to celebrate
National Condom Week.
However, next year, I hope to
organize some campuswide
game like Condom Olympics,"
said Louise Anderson, health
educator and registered nurse
at student health services.
Anderson plans to talk to the
resident advisers about AIDS
and give them some information about safer sex to give to
hall residents.

"Probably the thing we are
requested to talk about the
most in the dormitories is safer
sex methods. People are in·
terested in the subject," she
said.
National Condom Week is a
time when people should
become aware of the consequences and options of having
sex, Anderson said.
"I think it is very important
that we not take risks because
the diseases can have
devastating consequences, •· she
said. "We want the students to
make healthy choices."
,
Brochures are available at
the clinic that provide more information about the proper uses
of condoms and the other forms
of birth control.
In addition, the clinic houses

the Purchase District Health doesn't mean kids aren't thinkDepartment, which supplies ing about it," she said. "I think
tests for pregnancy and sexunl- it's important for us to talk
ly transmitted diseases as well about what we are thinking so
as birth control devices.
we can formulate our own personal guidelines."
"The fee for family planning
services depends on the stu- According to the booklet,
dent's income. It is totally "Family Planning Program
separate from our services that Guide to Clinical Services," it
are funded through the Univer- is important to use condoms
sity," saidRoberta Garfield, ad· that already have a lubricant or
ministrator and nurse practi- use a lubricant such as K-Y jelly.
tioner at student health.
Anderson said the purpose of
Anderson said studies show National Condom Week is not
that people who are educated to promote sexual activity.
and know what their options
"The idea here is not to enare do seem to put off sexual in- courage kids to go out and get
volvement longer.
sexually involved. We are not
"Education doesn't make peo- in the business of promoting
ple get involved. Just because sex. We aJi,e in the business of
we aren't talking about sex promoting health," she said.

Tips help students catch some Zzzs
By AMY GREWE

Bridget Stuart, a nurse at sleep, but not a normal healthy
Student Health Services, said sleep pattern. Students need to .
For most college students they don't usually have many establish .a regular sleep
lack of sleep is not a major con- students come in with sleeping routine," she said."
cern. They take advantage of problems.
Instead, Stuart said, there are
what free time they have to
Stuart said they do not sug- certain steps they take in
relax. Others, however, spend gest that students take sleeping handling sleep disorders.
many nights tossing and pills.
"We go conservative initialturning.
"Sleeping pills will induce ly," she said. ''We begin by sugStaff Writer
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gesting that from six in the
evening on they have no caffeine. If a student just goes to .
class and studies, then we talk
about adding physical activity
to their schedule."
Cold pills taken by students
during the winter may also cause insomnia, Stuart said.
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It carit do laun or fmd you adate,
but it can help you fmd more time for both.
The new Apple• Macintosh• Classic• II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papersand still find time for what makes college
life rea/ life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive~ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of cqmputer.

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAl\1, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today. and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
~-l::t~\~
about the Apple Computer Loan.
~\
It'll be time well spent.

~
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Intn>ducing the
Classic II.
l_

~1acintosh

For all of your computer needs visit Computer Source
#1 Dixieland Center • Murray, KY 42071
or call 759-4603
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
UCB offers activities

MERA, ACTION
~CIM..,_ ~~~l.u..c.1 production run by students, celebrated Its 55th year last week.
,.,..,_ · - · - • ~··• production was "An Evening of American Musical Theater."

Goo~·

By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer
Sinbad in concert, students
doing standup comedy, the
traditional Miss MSU pageant
and many other activities are
on the lineup for student eOjoyment this semester thanks to
the University Center Board.
Todd Logsdon, vice president
of the Student Government
Association and UCB president, said these and other activities will be offered to
students this semester at free
or reduced cost.
"The student activity fee pays
for these events, so we encourage everyone to take advantage of them," Logsdon
said.
Among the regularly scheduled events, UCB provides weekly movies for students at reduced costs.
This semester's line-up includes Dying Young Feb. 12,
Boyz in the Hood Feb. 19,
Fisher King Feb. 26, Truth or
Dare March 4, Cape Fear March
18, Fantasia March 25, Regarding Henry April 1, Decieved
April 8, 101 Dalmatians April
15, Dead Again April 22, and
Star Trek VI April 29.
Movies are shown every
Wednesday for $1 in the Curris
Center Theater at 3:30p.m. and

again at 7 and 9:30 p.m. for
$1.50 with student I.D. and
$2.20 for others.
Besides the regularly
Wednesday line-up of movies,
there is a Comedy Club night in
the Stables.
Logsdon said the Comedy
Club, similar to the popular
Comedy Zones , features
students doing stand -up
comedy.
Other February events in·
elude dramatizations of Martin
Luther King Jr., Malcom X and
Steven Douglas by Darry 1
VanLeer Feb. 6 at 7:30p.m. in
the Curris Center Ballroom,
Sinbad in concert Feb. 10 at
7:30p.m. in Racer Arena, a lee·
ture by Suzi Landolphi Feb. 11
at 7:30p.m. in the ballroom and
an appearance by singer Roger
Day at the Stables Feb. 18 at
7:30p.m.
"The concert by Sinbad of 'A
Different World' is definitely
one of the big events this
semester," Logsdon said.
However, he said, the lecture
by Landolphi should be in·
teresting as well.
"The lecture will be on safe
sex, titled 'Hot, Sexy, and
Safer' and will include topics
such as date rape and AIDS
awareness."
In March, UCB is planning a
country-western concert by

Alan Jackson March 1 at 7:30
p.m. in Racer Arena.
"This is still pending, but it is
about 99.9 percent sure. All we
are waiting on is the contract,"
Logsdon said.
The annual Miss MSU
pageant is also among activities planned in March. It
will be March 21 at 7:30p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
Laura Penderson, a self-made
millionaire by age 21, will talk
about success March 24 at 7:30
p .m. in the Curris Center
ballroom.
Fun Flicks is planned for
March 30 in the Stables, times
to be announced.
"The Fun Flicks is a make
your own music video event,"
Logsdon said.
"We had it last year on a
weekend, and it went over real
well.''
Monkeytime comedy in the
Curris Center Ballroom on
April 14 at 7:30 p.m. will con·
tinue the list of activities for
the semester, followed by SGA
elections and All Campus Sing
April15.
In addition, Comedy Zone is
presented twice a month in the •
Stables at 7:30 p .m. This
semester's scheduled parformances are March 17 and 31
and April 28.

luck dulls spy flick Troupe celebrates Africa
When he is trying to get her
to safety in Switzerland, he
looks more as if he is doing his
job than saving a loved one.

REVIEW
JON

FUTRELL
Staff

Writer
escape danger.
For instance, she starts her
work in Germany as a cook for
a high-ranking Nazi officer.
Her first big dinner is a bust
and her life among the Nazis
appears to be over.
At that very dinner, a higher·
ranking Nazi officer (Liam
Neeson of Darkman), who just
happens to have the documents
Griffith is looking for, decides
to hire her as a nanny.
A little luck never hurt
anyone in the movies or in real
life . However , too much
reliance on luck in a movie
strains believability and does
not make the hero too credible.
Griffith gets enough luck and
coincidences to last several
lifetimes, and it quickly bores
the audience.
Some descriptions of this film
have called it a war t ime
romance.
Aside from a few friendly
looks and one bed scene, there
are no sparks at all between
Griffith and Douglas.

Perhaps Douglas was conserving his energy for the upcom·
ing thriller Basic Instinct.
As far as the acting goes,
what is someone with the
cutesy·poo attitude of Griffith
doing in this film?
Fut ure textbooks on movie
making should put this film in
the miscasting chapter.
In modern day "documentary" footage . t hat just barely
holds this film together, Griffith wears some great "old"
makeup but she has the same
girlish voice.
It is just one more thing about
this movie that is hard to
believe.
Douglas is far more
believeable as the duty-bound,
almost emotionless military
man.
Neeson is underused and his
character almost seems too nice
to be a Nazi.
Griffith needed plenty of luck
to leave Nazi Germany alive in
Shining Through.
You will not need that much
luck to find movies that are
m ore entertaining. Most
anything else will do.

By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer
In an effort to heighten peo·
pie's awareness of Africa's
rich heritage, the Imani Dance
Troupe of Louisville will pre·
sent ''From Africa to You"
Saturday.
Jean Elvin, visiting guest
artist in dance, said the ttoupe
is comprised of about 12 high
s c h o o 1 students from
Louisville directed by Harlina
Churn, a master teacher of
West African dance.
Elvin said they will present
both a workshop/lecture and a
performance open not only to
students, but to the entire
community. The event will be
in the Robert E. Johnson
Theater, and admission is free.
The workshop will be from
10:30 a.m. t o 12:30 p.m. an d
will include information on
costuming , musical in·
struments, language, songs,
meanings associated with particular dances and geographic
origins of dances.
Dressed in traditional
clothing and playing traditional instruments from Gam·
bia, Ivory Coast, Mali and
Senegal West Africa, the com·
pany will perform a 45 to 60
minute dance concert at 3 p.m.
They will attempt to bring
history and culture to life. The
flexibility vitalily high intensity, speed and dri~e needed to

perform the art of African
dance will help make the au·
dience participants, not just
spectators, Churn said.
The troupe's goal is to
celebrate the rich heritage of
Africa with the state of Ken·
tucky and to encourage all
people to study · and develop
their knowledge, understan·
ding and appreciation of
African and African-American
people for their contributions,
Churn said.
The company made its debut
in April1987 and in October of
the same year, performed
"From Africa to You" for the
flrst time for the community of
Louisville at Macauley
Theater.
Churn, a recipient of the
Kentucky Arts Council Al
Smith Fe 11 ow s hi p for
choreography, has visited six
West African countries to
research and document tradi·
tional West African dance
with help from the Kentucky
Foundation for women. She brings that knowledge back to
her students to help them
educate their audience during
their performance.
Elvin said they are coming
here out of a suggestion from
Mark Ma.l inauskas, director of
theat~e 1~ the speech com·
· mumcat10n and theatre
department.
"He saw th~m perform about

a year ago and suggested that
we invite them," Elvin said.
"I haven't seen them yet,
but I'm looking forward to it.
I've heard nothing but excellent reports on them,". she
said.
Malinauskas said he was not
only entertained by the
troupe's performance but also
found it to be a learning
experience.
'urhey are an extraordinary
dance troupe," Malinauskas
said.
"I was so moved by their per·
formance and commitment,
and aside from that it was
quite an education," he said.
Once it was suggested, the
College of Fine Arts and Communication did not waste time
in taking action.
"Everyone in the department thought it was a great
idea," Elvin ·said.
Elvin said she did not have
any difficulty in getting
Churn and her troupe to come
to Murray State.
"I served as liaison and
spoke to the director, and she
was very excited to come to
MSU," she said.
The College of Fine Arts and
Communication, office of
academic affairs, department
of speech communication and
theatre and office of minority
affairs all helped to bring the
troupe to MSU.

SPOTLIGHT
Percussion company performs
Kodo, a Japanese percussion company, will perform at the
Kentucky Center for the Arts Sunday at 3 p.m. in Whitney
Hall as part of the Kentucky Center's Global Visions Series.
Kodo has become one of the world's most popular performing
companies since it was formed 20 years ago in Japan.
I.n addition to drums of assorted sizes, Kodo employs dance,
mime and instruments such as the shamisen, bamboo
xylophone, gong, bamboo flute and wooden clacker.
Tickets are $17.50, $12.50, $9.50 and $16.50, $11.50 for
groups of 10 or more. For more information, call the Ken·
tucky Center Ticket Service at 584-7777 or, outside the
Louisville area at 1-800-283-7777.
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~HRIS THOMPSON'S WORLD GONE MAD

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Concert. Astrud Gllberto and Band, 8 p.m., Friday, Feb. 7,
Bomhard Theater of the Kentucky Center for the Arts, Louisville. Admission $8.50, $9.50 for table seating and $7.50 for groups of 10 or
more.
• Sports Show. 1992 Spring Sports and Recreation Show, Friday,
Feb. 7 from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.. Saturday, Feb. 8 from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and Sunday, Feb. 9 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission $3.00 for adults,
children under 12 admitted free. Sponsored by Budweiser and WSIL·
TV3,

• Movie . The Nasty Girl, 7:30p.m., Friday, Feb. 7, Currie Center
' Theater. Free admission.

A glimpse into the entertainment world

